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1. Safety Operation 

In order to promote the production efficiency of CNC machine tools, it often uses automatic 

machining with high power and high speed. It will cause you injured or the machine damages 

enormously if any careless. Therefore, the operators must not only be familiar with the structure, 

the function and the operation method of CNC machine tools, but also be careful of their own and 

other nearby colleagues’ safety. 

Although CNC machine tools have various safety systems, it is often unable to predict the disaster 

incurred by human negligence. Therefore, in addition to general factory safety requirements, the 

operators shall obey following work safety precautions to make sure their own safety. 

1.1.1 Safety Precautions 

 

1. Be familiar with the correct operation method and safety procedure of this machine first. 

Before starting the machine, for use. Otherwise, it is not allowed to use this machine. 

2. Untrained staffs are prohibited from operating and maintain this machine. 

3. DO NOT operate the machine as feeling unwell physically or mentally. 

4. There must be sufficient lights around the workplace. 

5. Pay attention to the caution items in the tag frequently. NEVER tear off or spoil the tags. 

6. 2 workers and above are required to transport large workpieces. 

7. The operators must know the location of emergency switch and how to use it. 

8. DO NOT go near the machine as operating.  NEVER put your head and hands into the 

travel. 

9. Dress proper work wears (including: safety shoes, helmet, safety glasses) as setup the 

workpiece or servicing. 

10. Make sure to install the tool well, clamp the workpiece tightly and check there is not 

impeding the machine movement. 

11. Shutdown the machine before servicing. 

12. As the machine is processing without monitor, it would be best to use coolant to reduce 

sparks in order to avoid from any disaster. 

An accident is easy to take place and further causes serious damages without obeying such 
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precautions.Any unclear or doubts about the safety precautions or operation procedures, 

please contact the dealer immediately. 
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1.2 Notes 

 

"Read the precautions for operating safety and environmental protection carefully before 

operating the machine." 

The purpose of our company in planning and designing the machine is to make our users get 

the easiest and the safest operating principles. 

It is worthy of re-explaining the importance of safety requirements and procedures in order to 

make our user pay attentions and get a safe and healthy protection and to fulfill our 

environmental recycle duties. 

It is recommended that the factory management shall require their maintenance department 

staffs and machine & tool users to read following safety and environmental protection items 

carefully before using and servicing the machine. 

1.2.1 Safety Notes 

1. ALLOW ONLY AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL to have access to enclosures containing 

electrical equipment 

2. READ APPROPRIATE MANUAL OR INSTRUCTIONS before attempting operation or 

maintenance of machine. Make sure you understand all instruction. 

3. CONSULT YOUR SUPERVISOR when in doubt as to the correct way to do a job. 

4. DO NOT OPERATE EQUIPMENT unless proper maintenance has been regularly 

performed and the equipment is known to be in good working order. 

5. DO NOT OPERATE EQUIPMENT in the possible environment of air explosive. 

6. BEFORE OPERATING THE MACHINE check that all protective components and interlocks 

work properly. If not immediately contact your local distributor. 

7. DO NOT REMOVE ANY WARNING or INSTRUCTION TAGS from machine. 

8. DO NOT OPERATE MACHINE if unusual or excessive noise or vibration occurs. Report 

any excessive or unusual vibration, sounds, smoke, or heat as well as any damaged 

parts. 

9. MAKE SURE MACHINE IS PROPERLY GROUNDED. CONSULT NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE 

and all local code. 

10. KEEP AREA AROUND MACHINE well light and dry. 

CAUTION
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11. KNOW WHERE ALL stop push buttons are located in case of an emergency 

12. DO NOT REACH into any control or power cases area unless electrical power is OFF. 

13. DO NOT TOUCH ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT when hands are wet or when standing on a 

wet surface. 

14. DO NOT ALTER THE MACHINE to bypass any interlock, overload, disconnect or other 

safety device 

15. KEEP CHEMICAL AND FLAMMABLE MATERIAL away from electrical or operating 

equipment. 

16. DO NOT OPEN GUARD DOORS while any machine component is in motion. 

17. MAKE SURE PROPER GUARDING is in place and all doors are closed and secured. 

18. MAKE SURE fixture plates and all other spindle-mounted tool holding devices are 

properly mounted and secured before starting machine. 

19. REMOVE ANY LOOSE PARTS OR TOOLS left on machine or in the work area before 

operating machine. Always check machine and work area for loose tools and parts 

especially after work had been done by maintenance personal. 

20. CHECK LUBE LEVEL and status of indicator lights before operating machine. 

21. MAKE CERTAIN that all guards are in good condition and are functioning properly 

before operating machine. 

22. DISCONNECT MAIN ELECTRICAL POWER before attempting repair or maintenance. 

23. REPLACE BLOWN FUSES with fuses of the same size and type as originally furnished. 

24. ASCERTAIN AND CORRECT cause of a shutdown caused by overload heaters before 

starting machine. 

25. WEAR SAFETY GLASSES AND PROPER FOOT PROTECTION at all times. When necessary, 

(example: remove the workpieces from the table, tools from the spindle, clean the 

table, replacing the liquid or maintain the equipment) wear respirator, helmet, gloves 

and ear muffs or plugs. 

26. DO NOT WEAR GLOVES if you are operating the control panel or the chip conveyor. 

27. HAVE CORRECT TYPE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHER handy when machining combustible 

material and keep chips clear of working area. 

28. BEFORE PRESSING CYCLE START PUSH-BUTTON, make certain that proper functions are 

programmed and that all controls are set in desired modes. 

29. CHECK SETUP, TOOLING AND SECURITY OF WORKPIECE if machine has been off for any 

length of time. 

30. DRY CYCLE a new setup to check for programming errors. 

31. DO NOT REMOVE CHIPS with hands. Use a hook or similar device and make certain that 
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all machine movements have ceased. 

32. BE CAREFUL of sharp edges when handling newly machined workpieces. 

33. DO NOT REMOVE OR LOAD workpieces while any part of the machine is in motion. 

34. DO NOT CHECK finishes or dimensions of workpiece near running spindle or moving 

slides. 

35. DO NOT ATTEMPT to brake or slow the machine with hands or any makeshift device. 

36. USE CAUTION around exposed mechanisms and tooling especially when setting up. Be 

careful of sharp edges on tools. 

37. DO NOT USE worn or defective hand tools. Use proper size and type for job being 

performed. 

38. USE ONLY a soft-faced hammer on tools and fixtures. 

39. DO NOT USE worn or broken tooling on machine. 

40. MAKE CERTAIN that all tool mount surfaces are clean before mounting tools. 

41. INSPECT ALL CLAMPING DEVICES daily to make sure they are in good operating 

condition. Replace defective clamper before starting machine. 

42. USE LIGHTER THAN NORMAL feed rate and depth of cut when machining a workpiece 

size that is larger than the WORKING CAPACITY. 

43. DO NOT EXCEED rated capacity of machine. 

44. DO NOT LEAVE machine unattended while it is operating. 

45. DO NOT CLEAN machine with an air hose. 

46. RECYCLING all replaced parts and chips to save the resources. 

47. MAKE SURE that the waste are well disposed to conform to the environmental 

protection regulations. (like wasted oil, coolant etc.) 

48. DO NOT LEAVE the leaking oil unattended, recycling the leaking oil by wooden chip. 

1.2.2 Environmental Notes 

1. DO NOT CUT THE FLAMMABLE MATERIAL (like Magnesium base) by operating of the 

machine to avoid any possibility of fire. 

2. DO NOT USE a toxic or flammable substance as a solvent cleaner or coolant. 

1.2.3 Color Definition 

Color Instruction for Machine Tri-color Indicator 
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Color Meaning Explanation Action of Operator Example 

Red Emergency 
Danger and 

emergency 

Immediate action 

for danger and 

emergency 

Operator Safety 

endangered 

Yellow Abnormal 

Abnormal states 

Near critical 

states 

Monitor or 

intervene 

Pressure or 

temperature exceed 

normal limits, 

protection device 

tripped 

Green Safety Normal states Select 

Pressure or 

temperature under  

normal limits, 

processing allowed 

Table 1-1 Color List for Machine Tri-color Indicator 

1.2.4 Environmental Requirements 

The environmental requirements in the vicinity for packing and storage of machine are as 

below: 

1. Temperature: - 25 ℃ ~ 55 ℃ 

2. Humidity: 30 ％ ~ 95 ％ RH. 

3. Environment: NEVER be placed on the environment with excessive dust, acid gases, 

corrosive gases or salts. 

1.2.5 Installation Requirements 

1. Voltage: 3-phase 220 Vac, ± 5 ％ 

2. Frequency: 50/60 Hz, ± 1 Hz 

3. Ambient Temperature: 5 ℃ ~ 40 ℃ 

4. Ambient Humidity: 30 ％ ~ 75 ％ RH 

5. Electrical equipment can be operated properly under sea level, 1000m below. 

6. Environment: NEVER be placed on the environment with excessive dust, acid gases, 

corrosive gases or salts. 

7. Avoid to be irradiated directly by the sun or radiation. 

8. Vibration: < 0.5 G. 
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9. Machine should be earthed. 
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1.3 Remark Instruction 

In accordance with the severity of possibly occurred injuries, the safety precautions in this 

operation manual are divided into three grades: Danger, Warning, and Caution, remarked in 

each chapter.  The operators must pay attention to it. 

1.3.1 Danger Remark 

Figure of Remark (shown as Fig 1.3-1) 

Remark shows: Failure to follow will result in serious injury or death. 

 

Fig 1.3-1 Danger Remark 

1.3.2 Warning Remark 

Figure of Remark (shown as Fig 1.3-2) 

Remark shows: Failure to follow will result in serious injury or death. 

 

Fig 1.3-2 Warning Remark 

1.3.3 Caution Remark 

Figure of Remark (shown as Fig 1.3-3) 

Remark shows: Failure to follow will result in casualties and machine damages. 

 

Fig 1.3-3 Caution Remark 

DANGER

WARNING

CAUTION
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1.4 Tag Instruction 

In order to ensure the personnel safety and smooth machine operation, various tags, pasted on 

proper places of this machine shown as the following figures. These are used to remind worker 

to pay attention to their safety.Those in charge of operating and servicing this machine must 

obey the precautions on the tag. 

1.4.1 Electric Shock Tag 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-1) 

Tag Description: 

1. NEVER open door or lid to avoid accident of electric shock. Only for qualified service 

personnel. Failure to follow will result in serious injury or death. 

 

Fig 1.4-1 Electric Shock Tag 

1.4.2 Warning Tag of Machine Operating 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-2) 

Tag Description: 

1. NEVER open front protection door during auto operation. 

 

Fig 1.4-2 Warning Tag of Machine Operating 

1.4.3 Warning Tag of Workpieces Assembling/ Disassembling 

DANGER

Never open door.

Only for qualified service

personnel.

Failure to follow will

result in serious injury or

death.

Never open front door

during auto operation.

WARNING
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Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-3) 

Tag Description: 

1. Wear helmet as setup and servicing jobs. 

2. Shut machine off when getting in/on machine to avoid slipping. 

 

Fig 1.4-3 Warning Tag of Setup 

1.4.4 Warning Tag of Cutting Injuries 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-4) 

Tag Description: 

1. Keep away from operating spindle. 

2. Shut machine off when entering spindle area for servicing. 

 

Fig 1.4-4 Warning Tag of Cutting Injuries 

1.4.5 Warning Tag of Twisted & Milled Injuries 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-5) 

Tag Description: 

1. Only qualified service personnel can have access. DO NOT open the protection cover. 

2. Shutdown the machine before servicing. 

WARNING

Wear hard hat to set up

and service.

Shut machine off when

getting in/on machine.

WARNING

Keep away from spindle

operation.

Shut machine off when

entering spindle area for

servicing.
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Fig 1.4-5 Warning Tag of Twisted & Milled Injuries 

1.4.6 Warning Tag of Tool Change Injuries 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-6) 

Tag Description: 

1. DO NOT open the tool magazine door during the tool change or the tool magazine 

moving. 

2. DO NOT enter into the travel of arm travel. 

3. DO NOT tool change by one single hand. Please operate by both hands. 

 

Fig 1.4-6 Warning Tag of Tool Change Injuries 

1.4.7 Warning Tag of Injuries from Chip Conveyor 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-7) 

Tag Description: 

1. DO NOT step on the chain while it is moving. 

 

WARNING

Never open this cover.

Only qualified service

personnel can have

access. Shut the machine

off before servicing.

DANGER

Do not step on the chain

while it is moving.
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Fig 1.4-7 Warning Tag of Injuries from Chip Conveyor 

1.4.8 Warning Tag of Protective Equipment 

Figure of Tag (shown as Fig 1.4-8) 

Tag Description: 

1. Eye: Eye protection must be worn. 

2. Head: Safety helmet must be worn. 

3. Face: Respiratory protection must be worn. 

4. Hand: Safety gloves must be worn.。 

5. Foot: Safety Starting Machines must be worn.。 

 

Fig 1.4-8 Warning Tag of Protective Equipment 

1.4.9 Safety instruction plate 

Eye

protection

must be worn.

Head Respiratory Hand Foot

protection

must be worn.

protection

must be worn.

protection

must be worn.

protection

must be worn.
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Fig 1.4-9 Safety instruction plate 
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1.5 Machine safety sign position 

 

Fig 1.5-1 All safety signs distribution 
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1.6 Safety Checks of Operation 

 

Various checks must be done before starting each operation to ensure safety of use and normal 

operation of machine. 

1.6.1 Check before Starting Machine 

Before starting the machine, check first if wires or cables on the machine are damaged in 

order to avoid from electric shock accidents. Make sure to check if there is any damage.  

Any leakage because of negligence to check will cause serious casualties of electric shock.  

Other check points are as follows: 

 

1. Position checked: Three-point combination. 

Check items: 

(1) Is coolant in the filter cup drained out? 

(2) Is there sufficient oil in the oil cup? 

(3) Is air compressed pressure sufficient? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

2. Position checked: Machine spindle temperature control. 

Check items: 

(1) Is there sufficient oil in the spindle head? 

(2) Are lubrication joints properly tightened? 

Check method: Visual check, manual check. 

 

3. Position checked: Tank, chip conveyor. 

Check items: 

(1) Are chips cleared? 

(2) Is there sufficient coolant in the tank? 

CAUTION
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(3) Are the pipe joints properly tightened? 

(4) Are the cable connectors tightened? 

Check method: Visual check, manual check. 

 

4. Position checked: Around the tank. 

Check items: 

(1) Are chips cleared? 

(2) Are there any other items? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

5. Position checked: Cover. 

Check items: 

(1) Are there chips accumulated on the surface? 

(2) Is there proper film lubrication on the surface? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

6. Position checked: The top of tool magazine door. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the accumulation of chips cleared? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

7. Position checked: Console. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the accumulation of chips cleared? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

8. Position checked: Spindle. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the spindle taper hole clean? 

Check method: Visual check. 
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9. Position checked: Electrical cabinets, operation cabinets. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the control components or the connectors fixed? 

(2) Is the access door closed? 

Check method: Manual check. 

 

10. Position checked: Various parts of the grounding wires. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the grounding terminals tighten? 

Check method: Manual check. 

11. Position checked:  terminal boxes for tool magazine, base, crossbeam, and spindle 

head etc. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the terminal screws and fittings tightened? 

(2) Are the terminal box cover tightened? 

Check method: Manual check. 

 

12. Position checked: Machine around. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the door bolts are properly tightened? 

(2) Is machine around clean? 

Check method: Visual check, manual check. 

1.6.2 Check after Starting Machine 

1. Position checked: Motor. 

Check items: 

(1) Is there abnormal sound or overheated in motor? 

Check method: Visual check, heard check. 

 

2. Position checked: Air pressure unit. 
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Check items: 

(1) Does the air pressure reach (5~7kg/cm^2)? 

(2) Is there leak in air pipes? 

Check method: Visual check, heard check. 

 

3. Position checked: spindle temperature control machine. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the temperature settings correct? 

(2) Is the operation of machine normally? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

4. Position checked: LCD screen. 

Check items: 

(1) Are there any alarm messages displayed? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

5. Position checked: Operator panel. 

Check items: 

(1) Is there any anomalies light on? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

6. Position checked: Chip conveyor, Chip screw. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the CW movement correct? 

(2) Is the CCW movement correct? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

7. Position checked: Tank pump. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the tank pump in normal operation? 
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(2) Is there any leak in coolant pipes? 

Check method: Visual check. 

 

8. Position checked: Status indicator, three-color indicator. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the light bulbs damaged? 

Check method: Visual check. 

1.6.3 Manual Operation Check 

Please refer to the Chapter of Operating Command; Check if following actions are normal? 

If abnormal, contact the customer service staffs to resolve. 

 

1. Position checked: Manual axial feed direction. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the feed (+) direction of each axis correct? 

(2) Is the feed (-) direction of each axis correct? 

Check method: Please refer to the Section of Operation Check in Chapter Manual Axial 

Feed. 

 

2. Position checked: Over travel protection. 

Check items: 

(1) Are the over travel protection and feed (+) direction of each axis correct? 

(2) Are the over travel protection and feed (-) direction of each axis correct? 

Check method: Please refer to the Section of Operation Check in Chapter Manual Axial 

Feed. 

 

3. Position checked: Manual HOME. 

Check items: 

(1) Is each axis able back to the reference point? 

Check method: Please refer to the Section Manual HOME. 
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4. Position checked: The rotation direction of spindle. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the spindle CW direction normal? 

(2) Is the spindle CCW direction normal? 

(3) Is the spindle stop function normal? 

(4) Is the spindle positioning function normal? 

(5) Is the spindle tool release function normal? 

Check method: Please refer to the Section of Operation Check in Chapter Manual 

Spindle Operation, Positioning, and Tool Release. 

 

5. Position checked: rotation direction of tool magazine. 

Check items: 

(1) Is the rotation direction (+) of tool magazine normal? 

(2) Is the rotation direction (-) of tool magazine normal? 

Check method: Please refer to the Section of Operation Check in Chapter Manual 

Operation of Tool Magazine. 

1.7 Safety interlock system on operating door 

For safety reason, there are some safety device and functions on the machine which to be 

strictly protected by itself. Following status will be shown: 

 

1. Following functions will not effective during the operator’s door is opened 

(1) Cycle start push button 

(2) Spindle CW or CCW buttons 

(3) All axes manual movement 

(4) ATC procedure 

(5) Chip conveyor operation 

(6) Coolant operation 

(7) Only when you push two buttons on the MPG, mentioned above items except the 

first one can be executed, but the spindle speed will be limited less than 100 rpm, 

federate lower than 1000 mm/min 
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2. The operator’s door will not be opened during the following status 

(1) Spindle rotating 

(2) One of axis is moving 

(3) ATC processing 

(4) Chip conveyor is operating 

(5) Coolant is in action 

 

3. Following functions will be ineffective while the operator’s is being opened 

(1) Spindle rotating 

(2) One of axis is moving 

(3) ATC processing 

(4) Chip conveyor is operating 

(5) Coolant is in action 

 

4. Following functions will be ineffective while the manual magazine door is opened 

(1) T number selection 

(2) Magazine manual operation 

(3) ATC automatic operation 

 

5. Tool selection will be stopped while the manual magazine door is opened 
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1.8 Instruction for CE safety operation 

 

Additionally install the electric safety lock in the protective door before safe operation, which 

main purpose is to protect the safety of operators. After opening the access door, limit the 

machine motions to promote the safety of machines. 

Refer to following reasons for the design of safety operation: 

1. Avoid from unauthorized or careless operation causing danger. 

2. As it is necessary to hold the safety functions or protection measures, there shall be related 

safety operation strategy, such as: Manual operation, motion range limit, motion speed or 

capacity limit, something causing Manual operation, etc. 

1.8.1 Instruction for CE Safety Electric Lock 

1. Kinds of Safety Electric Lock 

 

Fig 1.8-1 Kinds of safety Electric Lock Switch 

1.8.2 Instruction for operation door safety operation 

Explanation of safe operation enable key switch 

Safe operation 

enable Key switch 
Mode Mode description 

0 SOM_1 Automatic mode 

SOM2 SOM_2 Set-up mode 

SOM3 SOM_3 Not used 

Table 1-2 Explanation of safe operation enable key switch 

CAUTION

LOCK

Telemecanique

XCS-E

UNLOCK
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Fig 1.8-2 Safe operation enable key switch 

1. As operation door close, execute the command to operate. 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of “Automatic mode”. 

(1) It can normally run coolant operation, air blow operation, chip conveyor 

operation, axial operation, spindle operation, automatic tool change function. 

 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of ”Set-up mode”. 

(1) It can normally run coolant operation, air blow operation, chip conveyor 

operation, axial operation, spindle operation, automatic tool change function. 

 

2. Exectute the command for operation when the operation door is open. 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of “Automatic mode”. 

(1) Do not execute the command for operation. If executing the command for 

operation. 

 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of ”Set-up mode”. 

(1) Do not execute the command for operation. If executing the command for 

operation. 

3. Execute the command for operation when the operation door is closed. 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of “Automatic mode”. 

(1) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of coolant and coolant gun. 

(2) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of processing air blow. 

(3) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of spindle rotation and 

positioning operation. 

(4) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of feed movement. 

(5) It can be executed normally for the operation of handwheel movement. 

(6) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of chip conveyor. 
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(7) Do not execute manual operation spindle tool release. 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of ”Set-up mode”. 

(1) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of coolant and coolant gun. 

(2) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of processing air blow. 

(3) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of spindle rotation and 

positioning operation. 

(4) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of feed movement. 

(5) It can be executed normally for the operation of handwheel movement. 

(6) It can be executed normally for the manual operation of chip conveyor. 

(7) Do not execute manual operation spindle tool release. 

4. Execute manual operation when the operation door is open. 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of “Automatic mode”. 

(1) Do not execute manual coolant, manual air blow, manual spindle rotation, 

manual spindle positioning, manual feed movement operations and handwheel 

function. 

 

【Safe operation enable key switch】is specified in the state of ”Set-up mode”. 

(1) Do not execute the manual operation of coolant. 

(2) Do not execute the manual operation of air blow. 

(3) Do not execute spindle positioning operation. 

(4) It can be executed normally for the operation of coolant gun. 

(5) Execute manual chip removal by manual operation by using machine panel 

【permissive button】+【chip conveyor on button】. 

(6) Execute manual spindle rotation by manual operation. 

by using machine panel: 

【permissive button】+【spindle CCW button】 

【permissive button】+【spindle CW button】 

By using handwheel: 

【left permissive button】+【right permissive button】+【spindle CW button】. 

Spindle maximum speed 50 rpm. 

(7) Execute manual axes motion by manual operation. 

By using machine panel: 
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【permissive button】+ Axis move button. 

By using handwheel: 

【left permissive button】+【right permissive button】+ Axis select + direction 

Axes maximum feed speed 2m/min. 

 

5. It is invalid to press【open operation door】under following conditions: 

(1) Program is running. 

(2) Spindle is rotating(CW, CCW, positioning, gear changing). 

(3) X, Y, and Z axis are moving(feed, rapid, pass over reference). 

(4) Chip conveyor is running(CW, CCW). 

(5) Coolant is starting. 

(6) Chip air blow is in operation. 

 

1.8.3 Instruction for tool magazine safety operation 

1. The tool magazine power will be cut off as the tool magazine door open, so the 

operation cannot be started. 

2. Perform 【MAZ DOOR OPEN BUTTON】 is invalid under the following conditions: 

(1) Not switched 【MAZ OPERATION ENABLE KEY SWITCH】 is intended to use 

manual tool magazine operation. 

(2) Tool magazine modes of tool selecting, tool returning, and tool change are 

running. 

(3) Tool magazine is rotating. 

3. The tool magazine door is forced to open without pressing 【MAZ DOOR OPEN 

BUTTON】, it will disconnect the power supply of tool magazine and immediately stop 

it. 

 

1.8.4 Safety operation list 

Please refer to following table for explanation of the safety operation: 

For the table symbols, “O” means normal operation and “X” means inoperable. 

Operation Item Operation enable key switch 
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 type Auto operation mode (SOM_1) Set up mode (SOM_2) 

Guard door close 
Guard door 

open 

Guard door 

close 
Guard door open 

  

Operation 

mode  

switch 

Operation mode  

key switch 

Operation 

mode  

key switch 

Operation 

mode  

key switch 

Operation mode  

key switch 

  Coolant O X O X 

  Coolant Gun O X O O 

  air Blow O X O X 

  
Chip 

Conveyor 
O X O MB720+permissive 

  
Spindle 

Rotation 
O X O 

MB720+permissive 

Handwheel+premissive 

Max. 50rpm 

  
Spindle  

Positioning 
O X O MB720+permissive 

  Feed move O X O 

MB720+permissive 

Handwheel+premissive 

Max. 2m/min 

  Handwheel O X O 
Handwheel+premissive 

Max. 2m/min 

  

Tool 

Magazine 

Operation 

O X O X 

  

Spindle 

release 

tool action 

O X O 

MB720+permissive 

Handwheel+premissive 

 

Table 1-3 List for manual safety operation 

 

Operation  

type 
Item 

Operation enable key switch 

Auto operation mode (SOM_1) Set up mode (SOM_2) 

Guard door 

close 

Guard door 

open 
Guard door close 

Guard door 

open 

  Coolant O X O X 
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Operation  

type 
Item 

Operation enable key switch 

Auto operation mode (SOM_1) Set up mode (SOM_2) 

Guard door 

close 

Guard door 

open 
Guard door close 

Guard door 

open 

  
Coolant Through 

Spindle 
O X O X 

  
Coolant Through 

Tool 
O X O X 

  Air Blow O X O X 

  Chip Conveyor O X O X 

  
Spindle Clockwise 

(CW) 
O X O X 

  
Spindle  

Positioning 
O X O X 

  
Automatic Tool 

Change 
O X O X 

Table 1-4 List of Safety operation of command 
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2. Starting/Shutdown/Stop/Warm-up Procedures 

2.1 STARTING PROCEDURE 

 

1. DO NOT touch any switch or button with wet hands. 

2. Before starting the machine, observe first if cleanness or clearance around the machine. 

3. Check first if hydraulic, coolant and air source are sufficient. 

 

1. If any workpieces or clamps and fixtures on the work table, select manual mode first to 

operate the spindle in the proper location. After starting the machine, and then machine 

home position turn to avoid from any damage of workpieces and machine. 

2. After starting, the machine must be warmed up in slow speed for 15 minutes.  For the 

machine warm-up procedure, please refer to the Instruction for warming up machines. 

Power-on procedure is a systematic method of safely turning on the control and readying 

the machine for operation. The following is a comprehensive description of the 3 axes 

procedure: 

2.1.1 Machine Starting Steps Instruction 

1. Turn the air inlet ON. 

2. Turn the Main power ON of the machine electronic cabinet. When main power turned 

on, the lamp of power indication would light. 

3. Press the 【POWER ON】(shown as Fig 2.1-1) button. 

 

Fig 2.1-1 POWER ON 

WARNING

CAUTION
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4. Showing the POWER INTERRUPTED, then press CE, as shown Fig 2.1-2. 

 

Fig 2.1-2 Power on screen 

5. TNC will transfer PLC program. 

6. Open and close the operation door once directly. 

 

Fig 2.1-3 After complier screen 
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7. If there are any EMERGENCY STOP occurred, (shown as Fig 2.1-5) then release the 

EMERGENCY-STOP button and press the PLC Power ON button (shown as Fig 2.1-4) . 

. 

Fig 2.1-4 PLC Power ON 

8. If power on is correct, the PLC power on button will be light. When machine power on 

finish, the servo will ready and hydraulic will start. 

9. The screen showing that the TNC is under Reference mode. Press NC start key to return 

the reference point, then the machine can be operated correctly. 

 

Fig 2.1-5 Pass over reference screen 
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2.2 Shutdown Procedure 

 

ALWAYS lock the Main Switch by locker to protect unauthorized personnel. 

DO NOT leave keys on the switches or lockers after machine is turn off. 

1. Establish a condition which ensures that the machine tool will not be damaged when 

controller is shutdown. Ideally, establish an end-of-program condition with all axes at Home 

position. If this can’t be accomplished, a cycle stop is adequate, but try to position the axes 

clear of the work-pieces. 

2.2.1 Machine Shutdown Steps Instruction 

Note: The machine is placed in E-Stop before the control is turned OFF is to remove power 

in two distinct steps; first from the drive motor, then from the drives. Removing all power at 

once can damage the machine. 

 

To prevent damage, machine tool or drives during shutdown, follow the power down 

procedure listed below: 

1. Press the E-stop button 

2. Press the OFF soft-key at Manual mode, to execute the machine power down 

procedure, show as Fig 2.2-1. 

 

Fig 2.2-1 Power down button 

CAUTION
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3. Select YES to Turn the machine OFF, show as Fig 2.2-2. 

 

Fig 2.2-2 Select YES to Turn the machine OFF 

4. Press the Power OFF button on the operation cabinet. 

5. Turn the main power switch OFF on the electronic cabinet. 

6. Turn the air inlet OFF. 
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2.3 Stop Procedures 

To stop the machine while running, it is called the stop. According to the procedure, it can be 

divided into emergency stop and normal stop. The differences are described below. 

 

1. Personnel responsible for operation or maintenance of this machine must know the 

location of the emergency button for appropriate use in case of emergency. 

2.3.1 Emergency stop 

In case of any emergency cases, press the button which is nearest button as soon as 

possible. There are four emergency stop buttons at machine panel, magazine panel, 

handwheel, chip convey panel. If one of them was be pressed, the machine will be stopped 

immediately and the screen will display the alarm message "Emergency Stop". User must 

eliminate failure then release it to power on again. 

 

Fig 2.3-1 Emergency button positions 

WARNING
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2.3.2 Normal Stop 

To stop or hold the machine in operation, there are two methods as the following: 

 

1. Program stop (M00) 

Stops program, stops spindle, turns coolant off, "Tool release" push-button is activated. 

"Feed hold" light flashes intermittently. 

Cycle operation is stopped after a block containing M00 is executed. When the 

program is stopped, all existing modal information remains unchanged as in single 

block operation. The cycle operation can be restarted by specifying an CNC start. 

It is the programmer's responsibility to program an M03, M04, M13, or M14 to restart 

spindle and turn coolant on when restarting the program after an M00 program stop. 

 

2. Optional stop (M01) and jump(shown as Fig 2.3-2 , Fig 2.3-3) 

 

Fig 2.3-2 Optional stop Button 

Press the soft-key of M01 ON, the small window will be displaying M01 ON. As soon as 

the mode selector at AUTO or MDI position, to execute the M01, machine will be stop. 

To running the machine continuously, to press the Cycle start again. 

 

Fig 2.3-3 Optional jump Button 

If the NC program has “/” symbol in front of block and press this softkey on. When the 

program execute at single block or full sequence mode and execute to this block, it will 

jump to next block that without “/”. 
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3. Auto power off (M02 M30) 

The M02 or M30 is used at the end of the program. It is usually the last block 

programmed. It stop the spindle, and turns coolant off. "Cycle Start" light goes out and 

Feed hold light flashes intermittently. When entering a program in memory from MDI 

keyboard, placing M30 at end of Program will cause program to automatically return to 

stop when M30 is encountered in the enabled program. 

 

4. Feed hold (shown as Fig 2.3-4) 

 

Fig 2.3-4 Feed Hold Button 

The Feed-Hold push-button allows the operator to stop all slide motion during 

execution of an enabled part program. It is active in memory AUTO, MDI, Test Run and 

Machine Lock modes. It is illuminated when active. It has no effect on active spindle 

speed. The following steps take place after all interpolation has been completed: 

(1) At M.S.T. or B, operation continues up to the end of block. 

(2) Cycle Start light will turn OFF when Feed hold is activated. 

Normal operation may be resumed by pressing Cycle-Start push-buttons. 

If press the INTERNAL STOP soft-key, then the program will be restarted. 

 

5. Spindle stop(shown as Fig 2.3-5) 

 

Fig 2.3-5 Spindle Stop Button 

The spindle can be stopped during machine in AUTO operation. Press Feed Hold 

button , machine will stopped, The spindle will be restarted after pressing Cycle Start 

button, all axes movement will be executed after spindle rotated. 

2.3.3 Power Failure Handling 

In case any power failure in the operation, the machines and controllers will stop 
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immediately. The conditions before and after Power Failures are as below: 

 

 Before Power Failure  After Power Failure  

Spindle Tool Grab Claw Grab Open Grab 

Spindle Running Rotating Stop Rotating  

Each axis move Moving Stop moving 

Z-axis brake ON OFF 

Tool Magazine Tool 

Selection 
Rotating Stop Rotating  

Power main switch ON OFF 

Controller power 

switch 
ON OFF 

Table 2-1 Power Failure Mechanism Status Table 

 

Handling after Power Failure  

1. Turn off the main power switch 

2. Press 【EMERGENCY STOP】 on the control panel. 

3. The suspense of processing will cause the workpiece unsatisfying quality. Please 

replace the workpiece and tool first. 

 

Power recovery after treatment: 

1. Operate in accordance with STARTING PROCEDURE. 

2. Restore the processing conditions before the machine stops. 
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2.4 WARMING UP PROCEDURE 

The procedures to warm-up machine include functions of spindle rotation and the axial feeding.  

The main function is an auxiliary operation to enhance the processing quality, which gets longer 

lasting for the spindle, and spreads screw temperature evenly. 

 

1. While warming up the machine, make sure no workpiece on the work table, or the 

workpiece and mechanisms will get damaged under the spindle rotation and axial 

movement. 

2. Before the axle moves, make sure there is no other staff on the work table, to avoid anyone 

from injuries. 

3. Before warming up the machine, return to the HOME manually, to ensure the normal axial 

movement. 

4. Before running the program, be sure to close the door, and switched the Mode Enable Key 

Switch to auto mode, otherwise the program cannot be started properly. 

 

1. DO NOT get close to the table to avoid danger while it is moving. 

2. Keep away from operating spindle. 

2.4.1 Machine Specification and Travel Instruction 

1. Call WARMUP.H program, or make a new one. 

2. For example MV8040,the program edit as below: 

BEGIN PGM WARMUP MM 

L  X+0  Y+0  Z+0  FMAX  M91 

TOOL CALL  S500 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F1000  M3 

CAUTION

DANGER
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L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F1000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F1000  M3 

L  X+0  Y+0  Z+0  FMAX  M91 

TOOL CALL  S3000 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY-4000  IZ-1200  F3000  M3 

L  IX-1000  IY+4000  IZ+1200  F3000  M3 

L  X+0  Y+0  Z+0  FMAX  M91 

END PGM WARM-UP MM 

3. Add the X distance from 0 to max range of traverse per 1000mm, Y and Z axis distance 

depend on max range of traverse. 
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3. Operation Panel Instruction 

 

This section describes the control panel on AWEA machine, including all the buttons, knobs, and 

lights significance. Please read this section to ensure proper use of button functions, and correct 

judgment of light significance. 

3.1 Monitor 

The monitor appearance show as Fig 3.1-1.  

1. 15.1” color flat-panel display 

2. 1024x728 pixels 

3. 8 horizontal softkeys, 6 vertical softkeys 

4. Operating mode switchover 

 

The display arrangement show as Fig 3.1-1. Foreground screen display operate mode and 

alarms. Main window separates two blocks, left window use for display coordinate and 

program, right window use for display NC status. The status window is use for display axes 

load, speed, override, gear state, travel limit…etc. The keys of monitor please refer Table 

3-1. 

 

Fig 3.1-1 HEIDENHAIN monitor 

CAUTION
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The TNC is shipped with a 15-inch color flat-panel screen. 

1. Header 

When the TNC is on, the selected operating modes are shown in the screen header: 

the machining mode at the left and the programming mode at right. The currently 

active mode is displayed in the larger box, where the dialog prompts and TNC 

messages also appear (unless the TNC is showing only graphics). 

2. Soft keys 

In the footer the TNC indicates additional functions in a soft-key row. You can select 

these functions by pressing the keys immediately below them. The lines immediately 

above the softkey row indicate the number of soft-key rows that can be called with the 

black arrow keys to the right and left. The active soft-key row is indicated by brightened 

bar. 

The15-inch screen has 8 soft keys. 

3. Soft-key selection keys 

4. Shifts between soft-key rows 

5. Setting the screen layout. 

6. Shift key for switchover between machining and programming modes. 

7. Soft-key selection keys for machine tool builder soft keys. 

The15-inch screen has 6 soft keys. 

8. Switches soft-key rows for machine tool builders. 

 

 
Change main screen and MOD screen. 

 
Change foreground window and background window. 

 
Select softkey. 

 
Change horizontal softkey page. 

 
Change vertical softkey page. 

Table 3-1 Monitor keys illustration 
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3.2 Keyboard 

The TNC is delivered with different keyboards. The figures show the controls and displays of the 

TE 730 (15") units. 

 

Fig 3.2-1 HEIDENHAIN keyboard 

1. Alphabetic keyboard for entering texts and file names, and for ISO programming. 

Dual-processor version: Additional keys for Windows operation 

2. ＊ File management ＊ Calculator ＊MOD function ＊HELP function 

3. Programming modes 

4. Machine operating modes 

5. Initiation of programming dialog 

6. Navigation keys and GOTO jump command 

7. Numerical input and axis selection 

8. Touchpad 

9. smarT.NC navigation keys 

3.2.1 Machine operating modes 
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Manual Operation 

With this button manual mode provides rapid traverse, jog traverse and 

M/S/F code operation. 

 

Electric handwheel can be used to move all axes manually. Select the axis 

to be moved by the axial selector, the selected axis can be moved by 

Manual Pulse Generator. 

 

smarTNC 

 

Positioning with Manual Data Input 

 

Program Run, Single Block 

 

Program Run, Full Sequence 

 

3.2.2 Programming modes 

 

Test Run 

 

Programming and Editing 

 

3.2.3 Program / File management, TNC functions 

 

Select or delete programs and files, external data transfer 
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Enter program call in a program 

 

MOD function (for setting coordinate system display and special 

functions). The MOD functions provide additional displays and input 

possibilities. The available MOD functions depend on the selected 

operating mode. 

 

To select the MOD functions, press the MOD key. The figures at following 

shows typical screen menus in PROGRAMMING AND EDITING (Figure as 

below), and in a manual operating mode.  

 

 

 

Depending on the selected mode of operation, following items could be 

changed: 

 In the PROGRAMMING AND EDITING mode of operation. 

 Display NC software number 

 Display PLC software number 

 Enter code number 

 Set data interface 

 Machine – specific user parameters 

 HELP files (if provided) 

 

To change the MOD functions: 

 Select the desired MOD function in the displayed menu with the 

arrow keys. 

 Press the ENT key repeatedly until the desired function is 
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highlighted or enter the appropriate numbers and confirm your 

entry with ENT. 

 

 

Show calculator 

 

3.2.4 Potentiometer for feed rate and spindle speed 

 

The spindle speed override switch allows the operator to modify 

programmed spindle speeds from 50% to 120%. MP 4210.28 and 

MP4210.29 can modify the value of the spindle speed range. 

 

With this dial, it is possible to override the feed rate from 0% to 150%, 

designated by the program or mode change. 

 

3.2.5 Programming path movement 

 

Approach / Depart contour: 

 The functions for contour approach and departure are activated 

with APPR/DEP key. Select the desired path function with the 

corresponding soft keys. 

 

Free Contour (FK) programming: 

 If a production drawing is not dimensioned for NC and the 

dimensions given are not sufficient for creating a part program, 

Program the workpiece contour with the FK free contour 

programming and have the TNC calculate the missing data. 

 With FK programming, program tool movements for straight lines 

and circular arcs. 

 

Straight Line: 

 The tool moves on a straight line from its current position to the line 

end point. The starting point for the straight line is the end point 

that was programmed in the previous block. 

 Enter the Coordinates of the end point. Further entries, if necessary. 
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 Radius compensation RL/RR/R0. 

 Feed rate F. 

 Miscellaneous function M. 

 

Circle center / Pole for polar coordinates: 

 Define a circle center CC for circles that are programmed with the C 

key (circular path C). This is done in the following ways: 

 Entering the Cartesian coordinates of the circle center. 

 Using the circle center defined in an earlier block. 

 Capturing the coordinates with the actual-position-capture key. 

 Coordinates CC: Enter the circle center coordinates. If the last 

programmed position is needed to be captured, do not enter any 

coordinates. 

 Others please refer to the attached HEIDENHAIN manual. 
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Circle with center: 

 Before programming a circular path C, the circle center CC must be 

entered first. The last programmed tool position before the C block 

is used as the circle starting point. 

 Move the tool to the circle starting point. 

 Enter the Coordinates of the circle center. 

 Enter the Coordinates of the arc end point. 

 Direction of Rotation DR. 

 Further entries, if necessary. 

 Feed rate F 

 Miscellaneous function M. 

 Other, please refer to the attached HEIDENHAIN manual. 

 

Circle with radius: 

 The tool moves on a circular path with the radius R. 

 Enter the coordinates of the arc end point. 

 Note: The algebraic sign determines the size of the arc. 

 Direction of Rotation DR. 

 Note: The algebraic sign determines whether the arc is concave or 

convex. 

 Further entries, if necessary. 

 Feed rate F. 

 Miscellaneous function M. 

 Others, please refer to the attached HEIDENHAIN manual. 

 

Circular path CT with Tangential circle: 

 The tool moves on an arc that starts at a tangent with the previously 

programmed contour element. 

 A transition between two contour elements is called “tangential” 

when there is no kink or corner at the intersection between the two 

contours – the transition is smooth. 

 The contour element to which the tangential arc connects must be 

programmed immediately before the CT block. This requires at least 

two positioning blocks. 

 Enter the Coordinates of the arc end point. 

 Further entries, if necessary. 

 Feed rate F. 

 Miscellaneous function M. 
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Chamfer: inserting a chamfer CHF between two straight lines: 

 The chamfer enables you to cut off corners at the intersection of 

two straight lines. 

 The blocks before and after the CHF block must be in the same 

working plane. 

 The radius compensation before and after the chamfer block must 

be the same. 

 An inside chamfer must be large enough to accommodate the 

current tool. 

 CHAMFER SIDE LENGTH: Enter the length of the chamfer. 

 Other, please refer to the attached HEIDENHAIN manual. 

 

Corner rounding RND: 

 The RND function is used for rounding off corners. The tool moves 

on an arc that is tangentially connected to both the preceding and 

subsequent contour elements. The rounding arc must be large 

enough to accommodate the tool. 

 Rounding – OFF radius: Enter the radius of the arc. 

 Feed rate for rounding the corner. 

 

3.2.6 Tool functions 

 

Entering tool data into the program:  

 The number, length and radius of a specific tool is defined in the 

Tool DEF block of the part program. 

 To select tool definition, press the Tool DEF. Key. 

 Enter the Tool number: its number uniquely identifies each tool. 

 To enter the Tool Length, enter the compensation value for the tool 

length. 

 Enter the Tool Radius. 

 In the programming dialog, you can transfer the value for tool length 

directly into the input line with the actual-position-capture key. 

Please make sure that the highlight in the status display is placed on 

the tool axis. 

 

A Tool call block in the part program is defined with the following data: 

 Select the tool call function with the Tool Call key. 

 Working Spindle Axis X/Y/Z: Enter the tool axis. 
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 Tool Number: Enter the number or name of the tool. The tool must 

already be defined in a Tool DEF block or in the tool table. To call a 

tool by the tool name, enter the name in quotation marks. The tool 

name always refer to the entry in the active tool table Tool T. 

Spindle Speed S: 

 Tool Length Oversize: Enter the delta value for the tool length. 

 Tool Radius Oversize: Enter the delta value for the tool radius. 

 

3.2.7 Cycles, subprograms and program section repeats 

 

Define touch probe cycles 

 

To define a cycle: 

The soft-key row shows the available groups of cycles. There are: 

 Cycle for pecking, reaming, boring, tapping and tread cutting. 

 Cycles for milling pockets, studs and slots. 

 Cycles for producing hole patterns, such as circular or linear 

patterns. 

 Sub-contour List (SL) cycles, which allow the contour-parallel 

machining of relatively complex contours consisting of several 

overlapping sub-contours, cylinder surface interpolation. 

 Cycles for multipath milling of flat or twisted surface. 

 Coordinate transformation cycles which enable datum shift, 

rotation, mirror image, enlarging and reducing for various contours. 

 Special cycles such as dwell time, program call and oriented spindle 

stop. 

 

The following cycles become effective automatically as long as they are 

defined in the part program. These cycles cannot and must not be called: 

 Cycles for circular and linear hole patterns. 

 SL cycle CONTOUR GEOMETRY. 

 SL cycle CONTOUR DATA. 

 Coordinate transformation cycles. 

 DWELL TIME cycle. 

 Prerequisites 

The following data must always be programmed before a cycle call: 
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 BLK FORM for graphic display (needed only for test graphics). 

 Tool call. 

 Direction of spindle rotation (M function M3/M4) 

 Cycle definition (CYCL DEF) 

 For some cycles, additional prerequisites which are described with 

the individual cycle must be observed. 

 

Programming a sub-program: 

 To mark the beginning, press the LBL SET key and enter a LABEL 

NUMBER. 

 Enter the sub-program. 

 To mark the end, press the LBL SET key and enter the LABEL 

NUMBER “0”. 

 Others please refer to the HEIDENHAIN manual. 

 

Calling a sub-program: 

 To call a sub-program, press the LBL CALL key. 

 LABEL NUMBER: Enter the label number of the program to call. 

 REPEAT REP: Ignore the dialog question with the NO ENT key. 

REPEAT REP is only programmed for program section repeat. 

 CALL LBL 0 is not permitted (Label 0 is only used to mark end of a 

sub-program). 

 

To stop a program: 

 To program an interruption of program run, press the STOP key. 

 Enter a MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTION M. 

 

3.2.8 Navigation keys and GOTO jump command, Numerical input and axis 

selection 

 

Go directly to blocks, cycles and parameter functions. 

 

Incremental values. 
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Polar coordinate input. 

 

 

 

Select coordinate axes or enter them in a program. 

 

There are several functions on the button: 

 Set the selected word to zero. 

 Erase an incorrect number. 

 Clear a (non-blinking) error message. 

 

Skip dialog questions, delete words. 

 

Conclude block and exit entry. 

 

Abort dialog, delete program section. 

Erase cycles and program sections: first select the last block of the cycle 

or program section to be erased, then erase with the DEL key. 

 

smarT.NC: Select next tab on form. 

 
smarT.NC: Select first input field in previous/next frame. 

 

Save actual position or values from calculator. 

 

Q-parameter programming /Q-parameter status. 
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3.3 Machine panel 

Some function keys on machine panel only could be operated under manual mode. 

Appearance panel shown in Fig 3.3-1 & Fig 3.3-2, the actual key type and features, 

please refer to Table 3-2. 

 

 

Fig 3.3-1 Machine panel button 

 

Fig 3.3-2 Machine panel button (Option) 

 

 

PLC Power ON button: When emergency stop occurred, find the reason 

for the emergency stop and fix it, then press PLC Power ON. 

 

If the emergency stop button on the machine panel has been pressed, 

the machine axes movement stop and spindle stops rotation 

automatically. All machine actions would be stopped. The button is 

locked when pressed. The button can be unlocked by twisting it. 
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The X+ button is momentary type button that allows the operator to jog 

the X axis in plus direction. It is enabled when mode is selected in Manual 

operation. Press the button to return to the reference point by mode 

selector in "pass over reference" position. The others are the same 

operating as previous explanation. 

 

Rapid feed rate. Axial rapid movement in manual operation. 

 

The spindle CW button is an illuminatingly and momentary type. The light 

must be "OFF" for spindle CW mode operation. It is effective by mode 

selected in manual operation, spindle rotates in counterclockwise 

direction. 

Note: After machine "ON", spindle speed must be defined before 

pressing this button. 

 

The spindle CCW button is an illuminating and momentary type. The light 

must be "OFF" for spindle CCW mode operation. It is effective by mode 

selected in manual operation, spindle rotates in clockwise direction. 

Note: After machine "ON", spindle speed must be defined before 

pressing this button. 

 

The spindle can be stopped by pressing this button, spindle stop light will 

be on. The light must be "OFF" for spindle CW or CCW mode operation. 

 

The "Spindle Orientation" button is used to orient spindle at tool change 

position in manual operation. The light must be turned on for spindle 

orientation operation. 
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The chip conveyor “ON” is active when the button is illuminated. When 

the button pressed second time, the chip conveyor will be “OFF” 

regardless of operating mode. 

 

Open operation door. 

 

Manual tool change start/finish. 

 

The Cycle Start button is used to initiate programs in AUTO, MDI, TEST 

Run, and Machine Lock mode. It is illuminated while a data block is being 

executed. When control is in an End of Block, Feed hold or MDI condition, 

the button will not be illuminated. If Feed hold push-button is pressed 

during execution of a part program, Cycle Start light will turn "OFF". 

Pressing Cycle Start button will cause program to resume. Feed Hold light 

will turn OFF. 

 

The button allows the operator to stop all axial motion during execution 

of an enabled part program. It is active in memory AUTO, MDI (Block by 

Block), TEST Run and Machine Lock modes. It is illuminated when active. 

It has no effect on active spindle speed. At M.S.T. operation continues up 

to the end of the block. Cycle Start light will turn "OFF" when feed hold is 

activated. Normal operation maybe resumed by pressing Cycle Start 

push-button. 

Warning: It is the part programmer's responsibility to program M03, M04 

to restart the spindle and coolant after the part program is resumed. 

 

MPG operations permit 

 

Show special functions 
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Axis motion from end position 

 

Work lamp 

 

Coolant through spindle 

 

Normally machining coolant 

 

Clean coolant gun 

 

Buzzer off 

 

Mist oil cutting (Option) 

 

Skimmer (Option) 
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M86 Chip air blow on 

 

Recycle mist (Option) 

 

Safe operation enable key 

 

Safe operation enable key (Option) 

 

Auxiliary Coolant and Air blow Function Pause Button 

Functional Description: 

 When Auxiliary function On, the button can be used for pause 

function temporarily. 

 User can push the button again for cancel pause Auxiliary function. 

 

HEAD Release Enable Button 

Functional Description: 

 In set-up mode (SOM_2), user can active Head release mode to 

change Head manually. 

 

HEAD Unclamp Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Perform this button to perform the HEAD Unclamp action in order to 

operate the rotation angle of HEAD. 

 Light ON: It means HEAD Unclamp state. 

 

90 Angle H. Enable Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Used in 90 Angle of H. Head, the Enable operation, press the key 

spindle status will change to 90 degrees head state. 

 Light ON: It means 90 Angle H. in use. 
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35 Angle H. Enable Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Under the manual operation of HEAD at 35 degrees, press the 

button and the spindle status will become 35 degrees head state. 

 Light ON: It means 35 angle head enable in use. 

 

Universal Angle H. Enable Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Used in the Universal the angle the head of the enable operation, 

press the key spindle status will change to the angle the head of the 

Universal state. 

 Light ON: It means universal angle head in use. 

 

75 angle head ensure key (with 3D head option) 

 

Extended Angle H. Enable Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Used in the angle the head of the Extended operation, press the key 

spindle status will change to the angle the head of the Extended 

status. 

 Light ON: It means Extended angle head in use. 

 

5th-Axis Control Panel Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Press this button before booting to cancel the control Functional 

Descriptions of 5th-axis. It needs to be pressed when 5th-axis is not 

being used, otherwise the controller will issue a warning. 

 Light ON: Switch off 5th-axis control function. 

 

5th-Axis Unclamp Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Press this button to perform the unclamp clamping of 5th-axis 

before running 5th-axis. 

 Light ON: It means 5th-Axis Unclamp state. 
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2nd 90 Angle H. Enable Button (Option) 

Functional Description: 

 Used in the 2nd 90 the angle head the enable operation, press the 

key spindle status will change to the 2nd 90 the angle head the 

enable state. 

 Light ON: It means 2nd 90 angle head enable in use. 

Table 3-2 Machine panel button illustration 
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3.4 Vertical Tool Magazine Operation Panel 

 

Fig 3.4-1 Vertical Tool Magazine Operation Panel 

3.4.1 Instruction of Vertical Tool Magazine Operation Panel Buttons 

1. Emergency Stop Button (shown as Fig 3.4-2) 

Functional Description: 

(1) After the button is pressed, the machine will immediately stop all the motions 

and reset the NC data. To release the state of emergency, the factors must be 

removed first. Pull up the emergency button, and then press 【PLC POWER ON】, 

to relieve the emergency. 

 

Fig 3.4-2 Emergency Stop Button 
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2. Tool Magazine Manual Mode Selection Button (shown as Fig 3.4-3) 

Functional Description: 

(1) “ARM CW”: Operation of ATC arm to move clockwise. 

(2) “ARM CCW”: Operation of ATC arm to move counterclockwise. 

(3) “ARM UP”: Operation of ATC arm to move upward. 

(4) “ARM DOWN”: Operation of ATC arm to move downward. 

(5) “ARM TO MAZ”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the tool magazine position. 

(6) “ARM TO MIDDLE”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the initial position. 

(7) “ARM TO SPD”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the spindle position. 

(8) “MAZ CW”: Operation of Tool Magazine to move clockwise. 

(9) “MAZ CCW”: Operation of Tool Magazine to move counterclockwise. 

(10) “ATC DOOR CLOSE”: Operation of ATC Door close. 

(11) “ATC DOOR OPEN”: Operation of ATC Door open. 

(12) “MAZ CALL”: Operation of Tool Call. (Optional) 

 

Fig 3.4-3 Tool Magazine Manual Mode Selection Button 

 

3. Fault Reset Button (shown as Fig 3.4-4) 

Functional Description: 

(1) When abnormal of tool storage occurs, press to disarm the alarm after 

troubleshooting. 
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(2) Light ON: Abnormal or operation error happen to the cutter storage. 

 

Fig 3.4-4 Fault Reset Button 

 

4. Manual Start Button (shown as Fig 3.4-5) 

Functional Description: 

(1) After selecting the mode of tool operation, press this button to start. 

 

Fig 3.4-5 Manual Start Button 

 

5. MAZ Operation enable Key switch (shown as Fig 3.4-6) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Options for operating authority on the tool magazine control panel. 

1: The operation of tool magazine control panel is valid. 

0: The operation of tool magazine control panel is invalid. 

 

Fig 3.4-6 MAZ Operation Enable Key Switch 
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6. Tool Magazine Panel Status Indicator (shown as Fig 3.4-7) 

Functional Description: 

(1) MOD: Tool magazine panel operation enable indicator. 

Light ON: Tool magazine control panel is valid. 

Light OFF: Tool magazine control panel is invalid. 

(2) ACT: Tool storage operation indicator. 

Light ON: The tool magazine is operating. 

Light OFF: The tool magazine stops. 

(3) ALM: Tool magazine abnormal indicator. 

Light ON: The tool magazine is in abnormal state. 

Light OFF: The tool magazine is in normal state. 

 

Fig 3.4-7 Tool Magazine Panel Status Indicator 

 

7. MAZ Door Open Button (shown as Fig 3.4-8) 

Functional Description: 

(1) For CE standard, the button of tool storage door is the same with access door. 

The button needs to be pressed to have the door opened; automatically locked 

when closing the door. 

(2) The cutter storage door must be opened in the manual mode and only when the 

cutter chain stops; when the door is opened, the cutter chain cannot rotate and 

manual operation for cutter storage. 

 

Fig 3.4-8 MAZ Door Open Button 
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3.5 Horizontal Tool Magazine Operation Panel (Optional) 

 

Fig 3.5-1 Horizontal Tool Magazine Operation Panel 

3.5.1 Instruction of Horizontal Tool Magazine Operation Panel Buttons 

1. Emergency Stop Button (shown as Fig 3.5-1) 

Functional Description: 

(1) After the button is pressed, the machine will immediately stop all the motions 

and reset the NC data. To release the state of emergency, the factors must be 

removed first. Pull up the emergency button, and then press 【PLC POWER ON】, 

to relieve the emergency. 

 

Fig 3.5-2 Emergency Stop Button 
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2. Tool Magazine Manual Mode Selection Button (shown as Fig3.5-1) 

Functional Description: 

(1) “ARM CW”: Operation of ATC arm to move clockwise. 

(2) “ARM CCW”: Operation of ATC arm to move counterclockwise. 

(3) “ARM UP”: Operation of ATC arm to move upward. 

(4) “ARM DOWN”: Operation of ATC arm to move downward. 

(5) “ARM TO MAZ”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the tool magazine position. 

(6) “ARM TO MIDDLE”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the initial position. 

(7) “ARM TO SPD”: Operation of ATC arm to move to the spindle position. 

(8) “MAZ CW”: Operation of Tool Magazine to move clockwise. 

(9) “MAZ CCW”: Operation of Tool Magazine to move counterclockwise. 

(10) “ATC DOOR CLOSE”: Operation of ATC Door close. 

(11) “ATC DOOR OPEN”: Operation of ATC Door open. 

(12) “ARM V/TYPE”:Operation of arm to move vertical. (Optional) 

(13) “ARM H/TYPE”:Operation of arm move horizontal. (Optional) 

(14) “MAZ CALL”: Operation of Tool Call. (Optional) 

 

Fig 3.5-3 Tool Magazine Manual Mode Selection Button 
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3. Fault Reset Button (shown as Fig 3.5-4) 

Functional Description: 

(1) When abnormal of tool storage occurs, press to disarm the alarm after 

troubleshooting. 

(2) Light ON: Abnormal or operation error happen to the cutter storage. 

 

Fig 3.5-4 Fault Reset Button 

4. Manual Start Button (shown as Fig 3.5-5) 

Functional Description: 

(1) After selecting the mode of tool operation, press this button to start. 

 

Fig 3.5-5 Manual Start Button 

5. MAZ Operation enable Key switch (shown as Fig 3.5-6) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Options for operating authority on the tool magazine control panel. 

1: The operation of tool magazine control panel is valid. 

0: The operation of tool magazine control panel is invalid. 

 

Fig 3.5-6 MAZ Operation Enable Key Switch 
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6. Tool Magazine Panel Status Indicator (shown as Fig3.5-7) 

Functional Description: 

(1) MOD: Tool magazine panel operation enable indicator. 

Light ON: Tool magazine control panel is valid. 

Light OFF: Tool magazine control panel is invalid. 

(2) ACT: Tool storage operation indicator. 

Light ON: The tool magazine is operating. 

Light OFF: The tool magazine stops. 

(3) ALM: Tool magazine abnormal indicator. 

Light ON: The tool magazine is in abnormal state. 

Light OFF: The tool magazine is in normal state. 

 

Fig 3.5-7 Tool Magazine Panel Status Indicator 

7. MAZ Door Open Button (shown as Fig3.5-8) 

Functional Description: 

(1) For CE standard, the button of tool storage door is the same with access door. 

The button needs to be pressed to have the door opened; automatically locked 

when closing the door. 

(2) The cutter storage door must be opened in the manual mode and only when the 

cutter chain stops; when the door is opened, the cutter chain cannot rotate and 

manual operation for cutter storage. 

 

Fig 3.5-8 MAZ Door open Button 
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3.6 Handwheel panel 

This machine type use HEIDENHAIN handwheel. Handwheel with axes move function, spindle 

rotation, NC START and NC STOP function.  

When clockwise rotating, the axis move to positive direction. When reverse, the axis move to 

negative direction.  

Then both side are permissive button, when operation door opened the axes will be clamped. 

The operator could press both permissive buttons and turn on the key on machine panel to 

move axes. 

HEIDENHAIN offers user to choose Handwheel with wired or wireless, HR410 and HR550 

(wireless). 

 

Fig 3.6-1 HR 410 

 

Figure 3.6-2 HR 550 FS 

 

 

Select axis to move. (X, Y, Z, 4th, 5th) The selected axial 

light will comes ON. 
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Save actual position or values from calculator 

 
Handwheel feed amount 0.001mm 

 
Handwheel feed amount 0.01mm 

 
Handwheel feed amount 0.1mm 

 
Axis move to positive direction 

 
Axis move to negative direction 

 
Spindle clockwise rotation 

 
NC START 

 
NC STOP 

Table 3-3 Handwheel panel illustration 
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3.7 Chip Conveyor Operation Panel 

 

Fig 3.7-1 Chip Conveyor Operation Panel 

3.7.1 Chip Conveyor Operation Panel Instruction 

 

1. Emergency Stop Button (shown as Fig 3.7-2) 

Functional Description: 

(1) After the button is pressed, the machine will immediately stop all the motions 

and reset the NC data. To release the state of emergency, the factors must be 

removed first. Pull up the emergency button, and then press 【SERVO ON】, to 

relieve the emergency. 

 

Fig 3.7-2 Emergency Stop Button 
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2. Chip Conveyor CW Manual Button (shown as Fig 3.7-3) 

Functional Description: 

(1) To operate the manual chip conveyor CW, push the button and the chip conveyor 

will discharge the chips. 

 

Fig 3.7-3 Chip Conveyor CW Button 

 

3. Chip Conveyor CCW Manual Button (shown as Fig 3.7-4) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Used in Manual Chip conveyor CCW operation, keep press this button, and the 

Chip conveyor will perform CCW rotation, or release the button to stop. 

(2) If the chip conveyor is operating CW, push this button to stop the chip conveyor. 

 

Fig 3.7-4 Chip Conveyor CCW Button 

 

4. Chip Conveyor Stop Manual Button (shown as Fig 3.7-5) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Perform manual in addition to the crumbs machine CW operation, stop the chip 

conveyor operation, the desired button, then click the chip conveyor to stop. 

 

Fig 3.7-5 Chip Conveyor Stop Button 
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5. Chip Conveyor Operation Auto and setting Key switch (shown as Fig 3.7-6) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Converse the manual operating authority of the chip conveyor. 

(2) Turn to right: The operation on machine control panel is invalid, and the 

operation on control panel of chip conveyor is valid. 

(3) Turn to left: The operation on machine control panel is valid, and the operation 

on control panel of chip conveyor is invalid. 

 

Fig 3.7-6 Chip Conveyor Operation Panel Enable Key Switch 

 

6. Chip Conveyor Motion Indicator (shown as Fig 3.7-7) 

Functional Description: 

(1) Check the chip conveyor running state. 

(2) Light On: It means that the Chip conveyor is operating. 

 

Fig 3.7-7 Chip Conveyor Motion Indicator 

OFF           ON
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3.8 Softkeys 

The vertical softkey is designed by AWEA company. The operator could operate machine actions 

by these softkeys. They also could use for looking for machine status and how to operate 

machine. The framework of softkeys shown as Fig 3.8-1 & 錯誤! 找不到參照來源。. 

 

Fig 3.8-1 Softkey structure 

 

3.8.1 Machine panel softkey 

Machine softkey includes axes movement, program start / stop, rotate axes clamp / 

unclamp, coolant, chip conveyor, lubrication…etc. the operator could use them under 

manual mode. The softkey function illustration shown as Table 3-4. 
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Z axis move to machine 0 position (effective after go reference) 

 

Y axis move to machine 0 position (effective after go reference) 

 

X axis move to machine 0 position (effective after go reference) 

 

Chip conveyor forward 

 

Chip conveyor reverse 

 

Coolant through spindle 

 

Normally machining coolant 
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Mist oil cutting 

 

Clean coolant gun 

 

Chip air blow 

 

NC START 

 

NC STOP 

 

Axis move to positive direction 

 

Axis move to negative direction 

 

Lubrication oil 

 

Open operation door 

 

Buzzer off 

Table 3-4 Machine panel softkey illustration 

 

3.8.2 Spindle Softkey 
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Spindle softkey could let the operator active spindle actions directly. Before rotating spindle 

please confirm the speed command executed. Spindle softkey function illustration shown 

as Table 3-5. 

 

Spindle clockwise rotating 

 

Spindle counterclockwise rotating 

 

Spindle orientation 

 

Spindle stop 

Table 3-5 Spindle softkey function illustration 

3.8.3 Diagnosis Softkey 

Diagnosis softkey includes error list, I/O status, tool change status, axes status, spindle 

status and M code list. Operator could check machine status directly. Diagnosis softkey 

illustration shown as Table 3-6. 

 

Alarm list 
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Spindle, axes and tool change status information 

 

 

Motor information of spindle and axes 

 

 

Feed of axes information 

 
 

 

Auto tool change information 
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Magazine information 

 

 

 

Executing command status of spindle and axes 

 

 

Executing command information 
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Command strobe information 

 

 

 

 

Axes status 
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Spindle status 

 

 

 

M code list and inputs/outputs status 

 

 

M code list, total 4 pages 

 

 

Table 3-6 Diagnosis softkey illustration 

3.8.4 Small PLC Window 
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Show the status of the machine such as motor load, gear status, override of 

spindle and feed, time, etc. PLC small window have two pages, user can push 

soft key to change page. 

 

Page1: 

 

X LOAD: X load. 

Y LOAD: Y load. 

Z LOAD: Z load. 

W1 LOAD: W1 load (W). 

W2 LOAD: W2 load (V). 

LIMIT: Software limit. 

WP : Work piece counter. (M81counter+1, M80clear counter) 

 

Page2: 

 

S-ACT: Spindle speed percentage between actual and nominal. 

SLOAD : Spindle load. 

S-OVR : Spindle speed override. 

F-OVR: Feed rate override. 

POT : Pocket number. 

02:48:55 : Current time. It can be adjusted. 

HD ：Head status. 

COVER :Head cover 

90 deg :90 degree head 

UNIV :Universal head 

35HD :35 degree head 

75HD :75 degree head 

EMPTY :Spindle empty   

3.8.5 AWEA spindle temperature compensation 

 

Temperature compensation Active 
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Temperature compensation Reset 

 

3.8.6 Axes temperature compensation 

 

Axes Temperature compensation Active 

 

Axes Temperature compensation Set 

 

3.8.7 AWEA Aux. function 

 

Override_S_100 

 

Override_F_100 
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3.9 Lamp 

 

 

Red light: 

When the machine is in emergency state, the light will be lighted, then the 

buzzer will be ON. 

Yellow light: 

1. The machine will be alert, yellow will be flashed every 0.5 second, then 

buzzer will be on every 0.5 second. 

2. The machine has information, yellow will be flashed 1 second.  

3. when the machine auto program running is finished, the yellow will be 

lighted, then buzzer will be on every 0.5 second. 

Green light: 

When the machine is running in auto executing normally, the light will be 

lighted, if program is interruption, the light will be flashed every 0.5 second.  

Table 3-7 Lamp illustration 

 

CAUTION
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4. Manual Operation 

4.1 Pass Over Reference Mode 

The HEIDENHAIN machine only need pass over reference once after machine power on. After 

machine power on, the screen will display pass over reference mode. Under this mode and 

press NC START button to execute pass over reference action. If the HEIDENHAIN controller with 

distance-coded linear scale, during pass over reference the axes only move a little distance to 

finish and find machine coordinate. If it with single mark linear scale, the axes must move to 

machine zero position to find the machine coordinate. 

 

Before executing pass over reference action, please be attention to if any risk of collision 

occurred. The axes will pass over reference according to the order of parameter setting. In 

normally, it is Z, Y, X… 

 

If the rotating axis with absolute encoder, after machine power on it will display angle confirm 

window. Press the “ENTER” key to close it, shown as Fig 4.1-1. It needn’t to find field angle and 

without move to zero position when finish pass over reference. 

 

If the rotating axis with increment encoder, after machine power on it will find the field angle 

first and then unclamp. After unclamp axis, it will rotate a little angle to find reference mark. 

Finally, it will rotate back to zero position to finish pass over reference. If controller with 

dynamic collision monitor function (DCM), the screen will display a warming message, the 

operator must check without any risk of collision and press NC START button to finish pass over 

reference action. Shown as Fig 4.1-2. 
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Fig 4.1-1 Pass over reference of absolute encoder axis 

 

 

Fig 4.1-2 Pass over reference message of increment encoder axis 
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4.2 Axes Movement 

Under manual mode the slow feed rate is 2 m/min, the rapid feed rate is 10~15 m/min. The 

operator could move axes by handwheel, machine panel key, softkey and the override knob is 

effective. If could be turned as your need. 

 

4.2.1 Use handwheel: 

There are three feed rate for selecting, they are , , . The  means 

slowest feed rate, the  means fastest. Then use the axis select key and pulse 

generator to move axis. It also could use  or  key to move axis. 

 

4.2.2 Use machine panel key: 

Under manual or handwheel mode, the operator could move axis by , , , 

, , , , , ,  keys on machine panel. The feed rate maximum is 

2m/min. If need to move at rapid speed, by press the  key. 

 

4.2.3 Use softkey: 

Select axis first and then press  or  softkey to move axis. 
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4.3 Spindle Rotation / Orientation 

 

The spindle with HSK type tool, it must clamp a tool before rotating. 

Before rotating spindle, it must with a speed command. It could press  softkey and 

enter speed value and then press NC START button to setting. The spindle override could be 

turned from 50% ~ 150% to change spindle speed. 

 

4.3.1 Use M code: 

(1) Press  softkey and enter “3”, then press NC START for clockwise 

rotating. 

(2) Press  softkey and enter “4”, then press NC START for reverse. 

(3) Press  softkey and enter “5”, then press NC START for stop. 

(4) Press  softkey and enter “19”, then press NC START for orientation. 

 

4.3.2 Use machine panel key: 

(1) Press  key for clockwise rotating. 

(2) Press  key for reverse rotating. 

(3) Press  key for Orientation. 

(4) Press  key for stop. 

CAUTION
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4.3.3 Use softkey: 

(1) Press  softkey for clockwise rotating. 

(2) Press  softkey for reverse rotating. 

(3) Press  softkey for stop. 

(4) Press  softkey for orientation. 

 

4.3.4 Use handwheel: 

(1) Press and hold two permissive button over 1 second, then Press  key for 

clockwise rotating. (only clockwise rotating key on handwheel) 

 

4.4 Spindle Tool Clamp / Unclamp 

When the operator wants change tool without change tool number, please refer following steps 

for change tool. 

(1) Move axis to suitable position. 

(2) Press  key and the interlock of operation door will release automatically. 

(3) Open operation door and step tool release foot switch to unclamp. Be carefully the 

tool drop down. 

(4) Install another tool and release foot switch. 

(5) Close operation door. 

(6) Press  key to finish tool change. 
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4.5 Magazine Operation 

Magazine could be operated by its panel. The operator could rotate pocket chain and active ATC 

door on magazine side. 

 

Before use the magazine panel, first turned SOM key switch to SOM_2(set-up mode) and then 

the enable key must be turned on and the MOD lamp will be flash. Before rotating pocket chain 

the magazine safety door must be closed. During pocket chain rotating, the ACT lamp will be 

flash. 

 

If any magazine alarm occurred, the ALM lamp will be flash. The operator could reset alarm by 

press FUT.RST button. 

 

After operating magazine, please turn off the enable key. 

Panel function 

Operation enable key switch 

Auto operation mode (SOM_1) Set up mode (SOM_2) 

Maz door close Maz door open Maz door close Maz door open 

MAZ CW O X O X 

MAZ CCW O X O X 

ARM CW X X O X 

ARM CCW X X O X 

ARM UP X X O X 

ARM DOWN X X O X 

ARM TO MAZ X X O X 

ARM TO MIDDLE X X O X 
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Panel function 

Operation enable key switch 

Auto operation mode (SOM_1) Set up mode (SOM_2) 

Maz door close Maz door open Maz door close Maz door open 

ARM TO SPD X X O X 

ATC DOOR CLOSE X X O X 

ATC DOOR OPEN X X O X 

ARM V/TYPE X X O X 

ARM H/TYPE X X O X 

Table 4-1 Magazine panel operation 

4.6 Coolant Operation 

Coolant operation includes coolant through spindle, normally machining coolant and clean 

coolant gun. The motor of low coolant tank uses for normal coolant and extract coolant to high 

coolant tank. So the CTS and normal coolant can’t active at the same time. The normal coolant, 

mist oil cutting and chip air blow are the same tube, so they can’t active at the same time. 

 

4.6.1 Coolant Through Spindle (CTS) 

Use M code: 

(1) M7  CTS on 

(2) M9  CTS off 

 

Use softkey: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

Use machine panel key: 
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(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

No matter which one to active CTS, it could be turned off by others way. 

 

4.6.2 Normal Coolant 

Use M code: 

(1) M8  Coolant on 

(2) M9  Coolant off 

 

Use softkey: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

Use machine panel key: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

No matter which one to active normal coolant, it could be turned off by others way. 

 

4.6.3 Coolant Gun 

Use M code: 

(1) M17  Coolant gun on 

(2) M9  Coolant gun off 

 

Use softkey: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 
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Use machine panel key: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

No matter which one to active coolant gun, it could be turned off by others way. 
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4.7 Air Blow 

Air blow includes chip air blow and air through spindle. Chip air blow is used for machining to 

clean chip. Air through spindle is used for clean spindle inside coolant. 

4.7.1 Chip Air Blow 

Use M code: 

(1) M86  Chip air blow on. 

(2) M88  Chip air blow off. 

 

Use softkey: 

(1) : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

4.7.2 Air Through Spindle (ATS) 

ATS only active 30 seconds after CTS finish. If customer needs this function under other 

state, we will turn it on, otherwise it is turned off. ATS can’t active during spindle rotating, 

otherwise the rotary joint will be broken. 

 

Use M code: 

(1) M87  ATS on 

(2) M88  ATS off 
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4.8 Chip Conveyor 

Chip Conveyor panel and Machine operating panel must never be active at the same time. 

 

When Chip Conveyor panel enable KEY set to OFF, Machine operating panel side to be effective, 

including the M-Code, Soft key, Machine operating panel side operation, simultaneously the 

Chip Conveyor panel side operation to be invalid. 

 

When Chip Conveyor panel enable KEY set to ON, Chip Conveyor panel side to be effective, 

simultaneously the Machine operating panel side operation to be invalid. 

 

Use M code: 

(1) M50  Chip conveyor stop 

(2) M51  Chip conveyor start 

 

Use softkey: 

(1)  : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

(2)  : Press to reverse on and off when release. 

 

Use machine panel key: 

(1)  : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

(2)  : Press to reverse on and off when release. 

 

Use chip conveyor panel: 

(1)  : Press to forward rotating 

(2)  : Press to stop 
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(3)  : Press to reverse on and off when release. 

 

4.9 Lubrication 

Under two status the lubrication oil will active automatically. 

1. Axes move over setting distance, the distance is set at MP4050.x. 

2. Machine power on time over setting, the time is set at MP4310.6 and the value is between 

5 ~ 10 minutes. 

The lubrication oil is active 15 seconds every time. The operator could active it by press 

 softkey. 
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4.10 Oil Mist Cutting (Option) 

The oil mist cutting, normal machining coolant and chip air blow are the same tube. So they 

can’t active at the same time. 

 

Use M code: 

(1) M15  Oil mist cutting on. 

(2) M9  Oil mist off. 

 

Use softkey: 

(1)  : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

Use machine panel key: 

(1)  : Press to turn on, and turn off by press again. 

 

4.11 Skimmer Filter (Option) 

Skimmer filter is used for separate oil from low coolant tank. The operator could press machine 

panel key  to switch on and off. 
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4.12 Additional head(option) 

This section will introduce how to clamp and unclamp additional head. The  

operator could operate additional head step by step. 

 

4.12.1 Limit of additional head 

When additional head is operated, there are several limiting as following: 

1.  

2. When the head is unclamped, the operator can’t execute spindle rotation, coolant and 

air blow. 

3. Spindle rotation speed is limited. 

4. Cs mode rotation is not acceptable with extend head and head cover. 

4.12.2 Additional head clamp and unclamp procedure 

Before operating additional head, please ensure head stock on the machine  

table, than toward the X minus direction (0 degree direction of the machine). 

 

Unclamp additional cover procedure: 

1. Check spindle state is cover. 

2. Press  key, than open operation door. 

3. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_2. 

4. Press HD release enable button  to start Head release mode. 

5. Select handwheel mode. 

6. Press and hold handwheel left permissive button and right permissive button at the 

same time. 

7. The message “#179 Press Head unclamp PB” had shown on screen allow user to 

unclamp head, press head unclamp button . 
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8. Moving out cover on spindle and press head unclamp button again to cancel head 

unclamp. 

9. Press HD release enable button  to end Head release mode. 

10. Close the operation door. 

11. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_0. 

12. Check spindle state is empty. 

 

Clamp additional cover procedure: 

1. Check spindle state is empty. 

2. Press  key, than open operation door. 

3. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_2. 

4. Press HD release enable button  to start Head release mode. 

5. Select handwheel mode. 

6. Press and hold handwheel left permissive button and right permissive button at the 

same time. 

7. The message “#179 Press Head unclamp PB” had shown on screen allow user to 

unclamp head, press head unclamp button . 

8. Setting up cover on spindle and press head unclamp button again to cancel head 

unclamp. 

9. Press HD release enable button  to end Head release mode. 

10. Close the operation door. 

11. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_0. 

12. Check spindle state is cover. 

 

Unclamp additional head procedure: 

1. Check spindle state is manul head enable setting up before. 

2. execute C+0 command, let C axis move to zero degree. 
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(Spindle locating key parallel X axis) 

3. Move axis, additional head located above the head stock. 

4. Press  key, than open operation door. 

5. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_2. 

6. Press HD release enable button  to start Head release mode. 

7. Select handwheel mode. 

8. Press and hold handwheel left permissive button and right permissive button at the 

same time. 

9. The message “#179 Press Head unclamp PB” had shown on screen allow user to 

unclamp head, press head unclamp button . 

10. Move Z- direction to head stock position. 

11. The message “#180 Head unclamp footswitch” had shown on screen allow user to step 

tool release foot switch to unclamp head.  

12. Move Z away the head stock position, and release foot switch. 

13. Press head unclamp button  again to clamp head. 

14. Release the permissive button. 

15. Press HD release enable button  to end Head release mode. 

16. Close the operation door. 

17. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_0. 

18. Cancel manul head enble button, ex. 90 angle head . 

19. Check spindle state is empty. 

 

Clamp additional head procedure: 

1. Check spindle state is empty. 

2. Press manul head enable button, ex. 90 angle head  . 

3. execute C+0 command, let C axis move to zero degree. 
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(Spindle locating key parallel X axis) 

4. Move axis, additional head located above the head stock. 

5. Press  key, than open operation door. 

6. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_2. 

7. Press HD release enable button  to start Head release mode. 

8. Select handwheel mode. 

9. Press and hold handwheel left permissive button and right permissive button at the 

same time. 

10. The message “#179 Press Head unclamp PB” had shown on screen allow user to 

unclamp head, press head unclamp button . 

11. The message “#180 Head unclamp footswitch” had shown on screen allow user to step 

tool release foot switch to unclamp head.  

12. Step tool release foot switch to unclamp, use handwheel, move Z axis down. 

13. When the Z axis is at clamp position, release foot switch. 

14. Move Z+ direction a little bit. 

15. Press head unclamp button  again to clamp head. 

16. Move Z to zero and Y away the head stock position. 

17. Release the permissive button. 

18. Press HD release enable button  to end Head release mode. 

19. Close the operation door. 

20. Select manual mode, than safe operation enable key switch to SOM_0. 

21. Check spindle state is manul head enable setting up before. 

 

 

4.12.3 Additional Head Tool Clamp / Unclamp 

When additional head in the spindle. 
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When the operator wants change tool, please refer following steps for change tool. 

1. Check additional head in the clamping state. 

2. Please confirm spindle head state, ex.  90 angle head enable button  on. 

3. Move axis to suitable position. 

4. Press manual tool change key and the interlock of operation door will release 

automatically. 

5. Open operation door and step tool release foot switch to unclamp. Be carefully the tool 

drop down. 

6. Install another tool and release foot switch. 

7. Close operation door. 

8. Press manual tool change  key to finish tool change. 
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Additional Head Tool Clamp / Unclamp flow chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.12-1 Additional Head Tool Clamp / Unclamp flow chart 

4.12.4 Head rotation 

Under manual mode, the operator can’t execute head rotation. 

Under handwheel mode, the operator can’t execute head rotation. 

Under MDI mode, single block, full sequence mode: 

1. L C+90 F800 M91  for C axis rotates +90 degree.

Check additional head in the clamping 

state 

Confirm press 90 angle head enable button 

Move axis to suitable position 

Press manual tool change key Interlock of 

operation door will release automatically 

Open operation door 

Step tool release foot switch to unclamp 

Tool drop down 

Install another tool and release foot switch 

Close operation door 

Finish tool change 

Press manual tool change key 
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5. Automatic Operation 

5.1 Axes Movement 

In NC program to move axes, the command is “L”. Axes could move basic on relative coordinate, 

machine coordinate or increment coordinate. Following simply program illustration. 

 

L  X-500 Y-300 Z-100 F5000 M31 M91 

Ex: X,Y,Z axes use 5m/min rate move to machine coordinate -500,-300-100 position. M31 means 

ignore spindle rotating. 

 

L  X-50 Y-90 Z-70 FMAX M3 

Ex. X,Y,Z axes use maximum feed rate move to absolute coordinate -50,-90,-70 position. M3 

means spindle clockwise rotating. 

 

L  IX+20 IY+30 IZ-60 F1000 M13 

Ex. X,Y,Z axes use 1m/min rate move to increment coordinate +20,+30,-60 position. M13 means 

spindle clockwise rotating and coolant on. 

 

L  X+0 Y+0 Z+0 B+0 C+0 FMAX M91 M3 

Ex. 5 axes use maximum feed rate back to home position. 

 

5.2 Spindle Rotation 

Spindle rotating needs rotate command and speed command. In NC program, the operator 

could use “TOOL CALL S” command define speed command. Following examples are simply 

illustration. 

 

TOOL CALL S2000  speed command 2000 rpm. 

M3  spindle clockwise rotating 

M4  spindle reverse rotating 
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M5  spindle stop 

M13  spindle clockwise rotating and coolant on 

M14  spindle reverse rotating and coolant on 

M19  spindle orientation 

 

※High speed spindle tool must through dynamic balance before machining. It can avoid spindle 

bearing broken. 

 

5.3 Auto Tool Change 

Pocket table define the actual tool arrange in magazine. The tool defined in pocket table calls 

auto tool. Not defined tool calls manual tool. This section will introduce how to change the 

tools. 

 

Tool change command use “TOOL CALL”. 

 

TOOL CALL 2  change the number 2 tool 

TOOL CALL 99  if the number 99 tool without defined in pocket, it means change manual tool 

 

5.3.1 Auto Tool to Auto Tool 

Spindle with auto tool and prepare change another tool of magazine. After executing TOOL 

CALL command, the machine will follow following steps to finish tool change. 

1. Magazine pocket chain move to original pocket and open ATC door. 

2. Z axis move to zero position. 

3. Spindle orientation. 

4. X axis move to ATC Prepare position. 

5. W axis move to ATC Prepare position. 

6. Y axis move to ATC Prepare position. 

7. Tool change arm pick up command tool in magazine. 
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8. Y axis move to ATC position. 

9. Magazine move to spindle side. 

10. Spindle release tool on Tool change arm. 

11. Tool change arm switch command tool on spindle. 

12. Tool change arm return tool. 

13. Y Z axis move to prepare position. 

14. ATC door close. 

 

5.3.2 Auto Tool to Manual Tool 

Spindle with auto tool and prepare change another tool without store in magazine. After 

executing TOOL CALL command, the machine will follow following steps and the operator 

must execute some exchange actions to finish tool change. 

1. Reference to 5.3.1 Auto Tool to Auto Tool 

2. Z axis move to zero position 

3. Y axis move Manual Tool change position 

4. Z axis move Manual Tool change position 

5. Operation door release automatically, open operation door directly. 

6. Step foot switch and install new tool 

7. Close operation door and press  key 

8. Press NC START button to finish tool change 

 

5.3.3 Manual Tool to Auto Tool 

Spindle with manual tool and prepare change another auto tool store in magazine. After 

executing TOOL CALL command, the machine will follow following steps and the operator 

must execute some exchange actions to finish tool change. 

1. Z axis move to zero position 

2. Y move to manual tool change position 

3. Z move to manual tool change position 

4. Operation door release automatically, open operation door directly 
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5. Step foot switch and remove tool 

6. Close operation door and press  key 

7. Press NC START button to change new auto tool 

8. Reference to 5.3.1 Auto Tool to Auto Tool 

 

5.3.4 Manual Tool to Manual Tool 

Spindle with manual tool and prepare change another manual tool. The operator must 

follow following steps to finish tool change. 

1. Z axis move to zero position 

2. Y move to manual tool change position 

3. Z move to manual tool change position 

4. Operation door release automatically, open operation door directly 

5. Step foot switch to change new manual tool 

6. Close operation door and press  key 

7. Press NC START button to finish tool exchange 
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5.4 Tool Measure of Contact Type (Option) 

All the TT140 of HEIDENHAIN, TS27R of RENISHAW and AWEA tool measurement can be use in 

HEIDENHAIN controller. If the TT140 or TR27R are fixed on table, it can be used in measure tool 

length and tool radius. If tool measuring device be fixed on ATLM arm, it only used in measure 

tool length, because the X direction can’t be moved, it can’t execute tool radius calibration. In 

this section, we will introduce tool measure method as following.. 

 

 

Tool calibration: 

Use accurate tool length and radius for calibration. This cycle only executing 

once after install. If machine moved, it need to calibrate again. 

 

Tool length measurement: 

Before measuring, please enter tool length and radius roughly. The detail 

setting please refer HEIDENHAIN user manual. 

 

Tool radius measurement: 

Before measuring, please enter tool length and radius roughly. The detail 

setting please refer HEIDENHAIN user manual. 

 

Tool length and radius measurement: 

Before measuring, please enter tool length and radius roughly. The detail 

setting please refer HEIDENHAIN user manual. 

 

Infrared ray contact tool measurement unit calibration 

Table 5-1 Contact type tool measure cycle 
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5.5 Touch Probe (Option) 

The touch probe equipment could choose HEIDENHAIN, BLUM and RENISHAW company system. 

No matter which one choose, they can use HEIDENHAIN measure cycle. The detail setting 

please refer HEIDENHAIN user manual. 

 

When first time using, it must through calibrated by use block gauge and ring gauge. The 

calibration method please refer HEIDENHAIN user manual for detail. 

 

Table 5-2, list all measure cycle, the operator could press  softkey under manual mode 

or press  key under NC program edit. 

 

 

Calibrate effective length 

 

Calibrate effective radius 

 

Use line for measure rotate angle 

 

Setting axis reference point 

 

Setting corner as workpiece origin 

 

Setting center as workpiece origin 
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Setting centerline as workpiece origin 

 

Use two holes for measure rotate angle 

 

Use four holes as workpiece origin 

 

Use three holes to setting center 

Table 5-2 Manual workpiece measure cycle 

 

6. NC Programming and Executing 

6.1 Files management 

Press  key to enter programming edit screen, then press  key to enter file 

management. Show as Fig 6.1-1. 
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Fig 6.1-1 File management screen 

 

1. Only under the single block, full sequence and programming and editing mode can execute 

the program management. In MDI mode, TNC execute the MDI.H file which is built inside. 

Program “MDI.H” always saved under path “TNC:\”. 

 

2. The “SELECT TYPE” softkey means to display file type such as *.H or *.I. Only file type 

selected will be shown under current directory. 

 

3. Program editor could use softkeys to select, copy, move files. Under TNC:\ path, editor 

could create many file folder to classify programs. 

 

4. If file is not in current directory, press  cursor to left side (The highlight will move to 

left side). Select right directory by up or down cursor in the tree structure. Then press

 cursor to select the file. 

 

5. For example, to add new directory in TNCOPT, please move cursor to left side and move to 

the TNCOPT directory. Input name of the new directory and then push YES soft key to 

create. See as Fig 6.1-2. 
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Fig 6.1-2 Create new folder 
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6.2 Files edit 

1. Modify old program 

Press  key will enter file management screen. Use cursor to select file and then press 

“ENT” key. The selected file will show the contents on the screen. 

 

2. Create new program 

In the file management screen, the operator could use direction key to choose file or enter 

a novel file name. The file name must as xxx.h. If the operator enters a novel file name and 

press “ENTER” key. The NC will display asking screen. Show as Fig 6.2-1. In generally, 

choosing the “MM” softkey. After program editing, the controller would save itself. 

 

 

Fig 6.2-1 Create new program 
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Fig 6.2-2 Program edit 

 

3. Press “DEL” key to delete block. Press “END” key for end this block. Press “NO ENTER” for 

the situation without entering any value. Press CE key can pass over directly. 

 

4. About these functions please see the chapter of keyboard illustration. 
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6.3 Program execute 

Only under single block mode and full sequence mode, the operator could choose program and 

execute it. Under these modes, press  key to enter file management screen. After choose 

program, the left side of main screen would display the program. Show as Fig 6.3-1. 

 

 

Fig 6.3-1 Full sequence mode 

 

Before execute program, the operator must press  key and input “0” first. Show as Fig 

6.3-2. Then press “NC START” to execute. 
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Fig 6.3-2 Program GOTO 0 
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6.4 NC start/stop 

Select NC program file in single block or auto mode and then press NC START key. The status 

area in the screen has ”*”, the mark indicated the program is executing. Show as Fig 6.4-1. 

 

 

Fig 6.4-1 Program executing 

 

If NC STOP is pressed, the mark will flash which means the program has been stopped 

temporarily. Show as Fig 6.4-2. There are two softkeys under the screen.  

 

1. Press “INTERNAL STOP” key will stop and reset TNC program. 

2. Press “MANUAL OPERATIONAL” key, then TNC change to manual mode that means manual 

jog, rapid traverse and handle wheel could move axis. Also spindle can rotate by manual. 
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Fig 6.4-2 NC stop screen 
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6.5 Coordinate setting 

6.5.1 NC coordinate display 

1. REF:   Reference position coordinate. 

2. ACTL:  Actual position coordinate. 

3. LAG:   Position error display. 

4. NOML:  Nominal value for positioning. 

5. DIST:   Distance to go. 

 

Press MOD key in manual mode, and let cursor move to the first line. Display as Fig 6.5-1. 

Press enter key or GOTO, and there are five modes to select show as Fig 6.5-2. It displays 

two coordinate at the same time on the screen, one is on the main screen, and the others is 

on the LARGE WINDOWS. 

 

 

Fig 6.5-1 Coordinate display setting 
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Fig 6.5-2 Coordinate type choose 

Press  key, then press the soft key ‘POSITION + STATUS’. The screen will separate to 

two parts. One is position display and the other is machine status display including second 

position, tool status, program status, M code etc. The status can be changed by softkey  

 or . Show as Fig 6.5-3. Select “STATUS POS.” softkey, and the second one 

coordinate will be displayed, show as Fig 6.5-4. 

 

Fig 6.5-3 Display type choose 
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Fig 6.5-4 NC status display 

6.5.2 Set datum 

Press “DATUM SET” softkey in manual mode, show as Fig 6.5-5. Select axis with softkey and 

set value zero in current position. After setting datum, the ACTL. position coordinate will 

change to zero. 

 

Fig 6.5-5 Datum setting 
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6.5.3 Coordinate example 

1. M91 will execute REF coordinates. This M code is effect in one block only. 

For example：L  X+0 Y+0 Z+0  M91 

This command will make XYZ axes come back to zero position of the machine. 

 

2. Execute relative coordinate, please add IX、IY or IZ to program. 

For example, the “IX-100 IY-100” means according to current position then move 

-100mm from X axis and -100mm from Y axis. 
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6.6 Tool table 

Press  soft key and tool table would be displayed. There are 999 tools could be 

defined in this table. The tools quantity is defined in MP7260. Press  softkey then it 

will change to  state. The operator could begin to modify this table. Show as Fig 6.6-1. 

 

 

Fig 6.6-1 Tool table 

About columns of table definition please refer Table 6-1. 

Item Description 

T Tool number (1~30000) 

NAME Tool name 

L Tool length 

R Tool radius 

R2 Tool radius R2 for toroid cutters 

DL Delta value for tool length 

DR Delta value for tool radius 
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Item Description 

DR2 Delta value for tool radius for toroid cutters 

TL Set tool lock (YES/NO) 

RT Number of a replacement tool 

TIME1 Maximum tool life in minutes (set M4543) 

TIME2 
Maximum tool life in minutes during TOOL CALL (set 

M4546) 

CUR.TIME Current age of the tool in minutes 

DOC Comment on tool 

CUT. Number of teeth (20 teeth maximum) 

LTOL Permissible deviation from tool length 

RTOL Permissible deviation from tool radius 

DIRECT. 
Cutting direction of the tool for measuring the tool during 

rotation (M3:-  M4:+) 

PLC Information on this tool that is to be sent to the PLC 

TT：L-OFFS 

Tool radius measurement: tool offset in addition to 

MP6530 between upper surface of stylus and lower 

surface of tool. Default: 0 

TT：R-OFFS 
For tool length measurement: tool offset between stylus 

center and tool center. Preset value: Tool radius R 

LBREAK 
Permissible deviation from tool length L for breakage 

detection 

RBREAK 
Permissible deviation from tool radius R for breakage 

detection 

LCUTS Tooth length of the tool for Cycle 22 

ANGLE 
Maximum plunge angle of the tool for reciprocating 

plunge-cut in Cycles 22 and 208 

TYP 
Tool type (MILL for milling, DRILL for drilling or boring, TAP 

for tapping) 
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Item Description 

TMAT 
Tool material: Press the SELECT MATERIAL soft key (3rd 

soft-key row) 

CDT 
Cutting data table: Press the SELECT CDT soft key (3rd 

soft-key row) 

PLC-VAL PLC value input 

CAL-OF1 

During calibration, the TNC stores in this column the center 

misalignment in the reference axis of the 3-D probe, if a 

tool number is indicated in the calibration menu. 

CAL-OF2 

During calibration, the TNC stores in this column the center 

misalignment in the minor axis of the 3-D probe, if a tool 

number is indicated in the calibration menu. 

CAL-ANG 

During calibration, the TNC stores in this column the 

spindle angle at which the 3-D probe was calibrated, if a 

tool number is indicated in the calibration menu. 

PTYP Tool type for evaluation in the pocket table 

NMAX Limits the spindle speed for this tool. 

LIFTOFF 

Definition of whether the TNC should retract the tool in 

the direction of the positive tool axis at an NC stop in order 

to avoid leaving dwell marks on the contour. If Y is defined, 

the TNC retracts the tool from the contour by 0.1 mm, 

provided that this function was activated in the NC 

program with M148(see “Automatically retract tool from 

the contour at an NC stop: M148” on page 248). 

P1 PLC value input 

P2 PLC value input 

P3 PLC value input 

KINEMATIC 

Machine-dependent function: Kinematics description for 

vertical milling heads, which the TNC adds to the active 

machine kinematics. 

T-ANGLE 

Point angle of the tool. Is used by the Centering cycle 

(Cycle 240) in order to calculate the centering depth from 

the diameter entry. 
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Item Description 

PITCH Thread pitch of the tool (currently still without function) 

AFC Adaptive Feed rate Control tool define 

Table 6-1 Tool table columns illustration 
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6.7 Pocket table 

Under the tool table screen, there is a  soft key in the bottom. Pressing it and then 

display the pocket table. Show as Fig 6.7-1 Pocket table. Please check the pocket number is the 

same with pocket quantity in the magazine first. If it is not correct, please modify the MP7261.0 

to correct number. 

 

Press  key to edit this table. The operator could set the actual tool data in correct 

pocket position. The pocket number of 0 means the tool on spindle present. Please double 

check this pocket table if it is correct before tool change execution. 

 

The columns of pocket table would illustrate in Table 6-2 

 

 

Fig 6.7-1 Pocket table 
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Item Description 

P Pocket number 

T The tool number on this pocket 

TNAME Tool name 

ST 
Special tool with a large radius requiring several pockets 

in the tool magazine. 

F 
Fixed tool number. The tool is always returned to the 

same pocket in the tool magazine 

L Locked pocket 

DOC Display of the comment to the tool from TOOL.T 

Table 6-2 Columns of pocket table illustration 
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6.8 Datum management 

HEIDENHAIN provides several datum groups could be used. In the horizontal soft keys, the 

operator could enter the preset table screen by choose the  soft key. Show as Fig 

6.8-1 The zero number is datum setting for “SET DATUM” soft key, so the operator couldn’t 

modify its value. After the 1st group, the operator could begin modify the value of datum by 

 soft key. Show as Fig 6.8-2. In the editing screen, there are two columns soft keys 

could be used. The illustration of soft keys is shown as Table 6-3. 

 

 

Fig 6.8-1 Datum management screen 
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Fig 6.8-2 Datum management modify screen 

 

 

Directly transfer the actual position of the tool (the measuring 

dial) as the new datum: This function only saves the datum in the 

axis whose field is currently highlighted. 

 

Assign any value to the actual position of the tool (the measuring 

dial): This function only saves the datum in the axis whose field is 

currently highlighted. Enter the desired value in the pop-up 

window. 

 

Incrementally shift a datum already stored in the table: This 

function only saves the datum in the axis whose field is currently 

highlighted. Enter the desired corrective value with the correct 

sign in the pop-up window. 

 

Input novel datum current. 

 

Write the currently active datum to a selectable line in the table: 

This function saves the datum in all axes, and then activates the 

appropriate row in the table automatically. 

 

Reset the selected line: The TNC enters – in all columns (2nd  

soft-key row). 
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Insert a single line at the end of the table. 

 

Activate the datum of the selected line of the Datum  

management. 

Table 6-3 Datum management illustration 
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6.9 Kinematics table 

Under programming edit screen, press “MOD” key and key in “KINEMATIC”. The screen is shown 

as Fig 6.9-1. The display is from DOC setting of KINELIST.TAB. The operator could choose the 

correct KINEMATIC table, then press “ENTER” key. When the KINEMATIC is enabled, the new 

machine parameter will overwrite the older machine parameter. 

 

 

Fig 6.9-1 KINEMATIC enable
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7. Optional function 

7.1 Spindle thermal compensation 

When spindle machining at high speed, the spindle temperature changing will cause spindle 

cabinet changes shape to different direction. Thermal compensation function could restrain the 

changing amount from temperature rise. 

7.1.1 Introduction 

Thermal compensation benefits: 

1. Add workpiece precision. 

2. Save workpiece finish machining time. 

3. Monitor spindle cooler temperature. 

 

Thermal compensation limitation: 

1. Room centigrade temperature less than 0 degree and more than 45 degree, the 

temperature alarm would set and stop compensation. 

2. Temperature begin calculate after machine power on 5 minutes. 

3. Function inactive when mounting attached head. 

 

There are several temperature sensors install around spindle cabinet. They could measure 

temperature and estimate shape changing amount. TNC could compensate axes position 

base on temperature changing. AWEA suggests this function can collocate with linear scale. 

7.1.2 Thermal compensation operate 

Form vertical softkey , user could open temperature compensation screen, 

shows as Fig 7.1-1 . First block shows temperature values, second block shows 

temperature changing values, third block shows compensation amount and the nether 

most block shows function status and oil temperature information. 
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Fig 7.1-1 Temperature compensation screen 

Press the softkey  to , the compensation function would active. 

During compensating process, TNC calculate the temperature and compensative amount 

each 10 seconds. User could uses this function when spindle high rotating speed milling. 

When temperature or compensation value over setting, or emergency status, this function 

will inactive and reset value automatically. 

Press the  softkey, the TNC will stop compensating and clear values 

immediately. 

When thermal compensation function active the screen will show the status and the 

upmost windows will display activation information, see Fig 7.1-2. 
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Fig 7.1-2 Thermal compensation status information 

7.1.3 Alarm illustrate 

1. #86 Temperature compensation error 

Cause: 

(1) Error occurred with temperature compensation by means of 

Pt100 sensors. 

(2) Temperature too low or too high. 

 

Fix: 

(1) Check the temperature are normal. 

(2) If the tempatures are right, please replace the Pt100 sensors. 

(3) Check temperature sensor circuit. 
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2. #04 Spindle cooler alarm 

Cause: 

(1) Spindle cooler overload. 

(2) Spindle cooler broken. 

 

Fix: 

(1) Check electrical connection of cooler alarm. 

(2) Check Spindle cooler unit. 

 

7.2 Spindle Load Monitoring Operation (Hardware) 

 

 

圖表 7-1 Meter of Spindle Load Monitoring Hardware 

1. Hardware description: 

(1) Green Knob : Lower limit value setting of spindle load (inactive). 

(2) Red Knob : Upper limit value setting of spindle load. 

2. Spindle load monitoring (Hardware) Operation Steps: 

(1) Turn red knob to set the upper value of spindle load. 

(2) Complete spindle load monitoring (Hardware) Operation. 

3. Remark: 
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(1) It is perpetually valid to monitor spindle load by using hardware method, 

therefore, if it is not required for using, please set up the upper limit to the 

biggest to avoid any unexpected motion. 

4. Spindle load monitoring (Hardware) movement description: 

(1) Upon processing and spindle load exceeding operator’s setting, warning 

messages will be generated. 

(2) Once a message is issued, the feed hold and Stop at end of block will be run to 

protect the tool. 

#205 Spindle overload occurred! 

Cause: 

(i) With option: Spindle load monitor device detected spindle overloaded. 

 

Fix: 

(i) Check signal wire. 

(ii) Decrease Feedrate. 

(iii) Increase spindle speed. 
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8. Command Instruction 

8.1 M Command List 

 

For CE specifications and operations to pre-run the command, the safety door must be under 

the closed state. The Mode Enable Key Switch must be switched to auto mode to perform 

operations of the command. Any incorrect operating procedure will generate an alarm to 

inform the operator. 

 

M command function 

M00 Program Hold  

M01 Option Stop 

M02 Program End 

M03 Spindle Clockwise (CW) 

M04 Spindle Counterclockwise (CCW) 

M05 Spindle Stop 

M07 Coolant Through Spindle 

M08 Normal coolant active 

M09 Stop all coolant and air blow output 

M10 Axes clamp 

M11 Axes unclamp 

M13 Spindle clockwise rotating and coolant on 

M14 Spindle counterclockwise rotating and coolant on 

M15 Oil mist cutting active 

M17 Coolant gun active 

M18 Spindle find reference mark 

M19 Spindle orientation 

M20 Spindle CYCLE13 angle orient 

M28 Coolant Through Tool  

M30 Program end (same with M02) 

M31 Processing Without M3 or M4 

M33 AFC spindle right cw on 

M34 AFC spindle left ccw on 

CAUTION
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M command function 

M35 AFC spindle off 

M40 Spindle tool clamp 

M41 Spindle Tool Unclamped 

M44 Axis 4 unclamped 

M45 Axis 5 unclamped 

M46 Axis 6 unclamped 

M50 Chip Screw Stop 

M51 Chip Screw Start 

M53 35 degrees head enabled (kinematics table active) 

M54 75 degrees head enabled (kinematics table active) 

M55 A C Head Exchange (kinematics table active) 

M56 90 degrees head enabled (kinematics table active) 

M57 Extend degrees head enabled (kinematics table active) 

M58 The triaxial enabled, turn off additional header to enable 

M64 4th axis clamp 

M65 5th axis clamp 

M66 6th axis clamp 

M70 PLC Preset Off  ( cancel preset table) 

M71 Axis Limit 1 

M72 Axis Limit 2 

M73 Axis Limit 3 

M79 PLC Preset On   (preset table change) 

M80 Workpiece counter reset 

M81 Workpiece counter +1 

M86 Chip air blow on 

M87 ATS on 

M88 All air off 

M301 First group user m code on 

M302 First group user m code off 

M303 Second group user m code on 

M304 Second group user m code off 

M305 Third group user m code on 

M306 Third group user m code off 

M307 Fourth group user m code on 

M308 Fourth group user m code off 

Table 8-1 M Command List 
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9. Trouble Shooting 

Some incorrect operation mould cause the machine occur failure or interruption situation. The 

operator could refer following illustration to eliminate them. 

9.1 Tool change failure  

If alarm occurs during tool change process, the methods to solve this situation. 

 

1. Use operation panel on magazine side and turn function switch to choose action. Push 

“STEP” key to execute. If it is not work, check if the “FAULT RESET” key is flashing. If the 

“FAULT RESET” key is flashing, it means some errors occur. Please check the positions of 

arm, magazine, ATC door and spindle. Then push the “FAULT RESET” key to clear the error 

state. 

2. Under manual mode push “MOD” key and “HELP” soft key to enter the TC_HELP mode as 

Fig 9.1-1. Use up and down key to choose tool change action. Then push “NC START” key to 

execute action. When finish tool change action, re-check the pocket table. 

 

 

Fig 9.1-1 Help mode of tool change  
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9.2 Tool measure failure 

If machine occurs failure during tool measure. Please return to original status first and use 

manual mode. Check the original status as following: 

(1) The axes are at safety position. 

(2) The ATLM arm will put in to magazine side. If not, user could press soft key or execute 

M36 to put the ATLM arm into magazine side. 

(3) Close the ATC door. 

(4) Checking the software travel limit at 1st group. If not, execute M71. 

 

(5) Execute ATLM cycle again. 

If the failure occurring abidingly, please record the process of failures occurred and contact 

AWEA service for help. 

 

 

9.3 Over travel 

If the software traverse limits are inactive, only the hardware traverse limits could be limited 

the axes traveling. When the axes are over travel and press the hardware traverse limits, the 

power will be interrupted and the lamp of 【OT/E-STOP RESET】(shown as Fig 9.3-1) key will 

flash. The operator must execute the following procedures to eliminate. 

 

Fig 9.3-1 OT/E-STOP RESET 

 

1. Press the 【OT/E-STOP RESET】(shown as Fig 9.3-1) key continuity. 

2. Press the 【PLC POWER ON】key and then press the 【CE】 key to power on again. 

3. Under hand-wheel mode and use hand-wheel to move axes to safety position. 
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4. Release the 【OT/E-STOP RESET】(shown as Fig 9.3-1) key when the lamp is not flash. 
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9.4 General Alarm Description 

General warnings-designers from the Original factory determine whether or not the 【RESET】 

button is used to undo the warning or the warning can be undone when the other condition 

holds up. Please refer to the command to undo the general warning. 

No. Name 

#000 Circuit breaker 

#001 Coolant tank overflow 

#002 Hydraulic pressure low 

#003 Pneumatic pressure low 

#004 Spindle cooler alarm 

#005 Driver cooler alarm 

#006 Spindle lubricant unit error 

#007 Release M07 for Txxx inactive 

#008 Clamping mode not permitted(Tapping Cycle) 

#009 Machine guard is closed ! 

#010 Machine guard is open ! 

#011 Coolant level low 

#012 Lubricating axes 

#013 Lubrication oil level low 

#014 Servo drive release I32 

#015 Servo drive release X150/X151-> Axes group: %d 

#016 PLC home positioning stop 

#017 Central drive 

#018 Positioning error TC magazine 

#019 Axis motion from end position 

#020 Clamping/unclamping axes-> axis %s (%d) 

#021 Low filter pressure high 

#022 High filter pressure high 
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No. Name 

#023 Drives not operational -> axis %s (%d) 

#024 Coolant on already! 

#025 Drives temperature max -> axis %s (%d) 

#026 Axes i2t pre-warning -> axis %s (%d) 

#027 Axes i2t limitation -> axis %s (%d) 

#028 Tool clamped failure! 

#029 Spindle nominal rpm 

#030 Spindle stand still monitor 

#031 Spindle collision occurred! 

#032 Spindle T max (sensor Pt100) 

#033 Mist cutting unit alarm 

#034 Touch probe in spindle ! 

#035 Touch probe not in spindle ! 

#036 Temperature high [B] 

#037 Temperature high [C] 

#038 Tool not clamped ! 

#039 Tool unclamping, please ! 

#040 Tool clamping, please ! 

#041 TC quit, please ! 

#042 Close guard -> TC quit ! 

#043 TC end  -> NC start 

#044 Check pocket table ! 

#045 Correct tool in spindle ? 

#046 Spindle is empty ! 

#047 Spindle is not empty ! 

#048 Tool call T0 necessary ! 

#049 Tool not in tolerance 
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No. Name 

#050 Tool life maximum 

#051 Tool change basic position 

#052 Tool change timeout 

#053 TC magazine guard open ! 

#054 TC magazine reference 

#055 TC magazine timeout 

#056 ATC stroke inside! 

#057 Magazine pocket not empty 

#058 Magazine pocket is empty 

#059 Magazine counter missing 

#060 Pocket edit error 

#061 Gear shift falling 

#062 Gear change timeout 

#063 ATLM over travelled 

#064 ATLM arm put out 

#065 Spindle torque maximum 

#066 Head lubricant pressure low 

#067 Head lubricant level low 

#068 C axis not in correct position for REF END 

#069 3D head timeout 

#070 3D head set reference 

#071 3D head position missing 

#072 Tool change with head 

#073 Spindle warm up required! 

#074 Spindle warm up interrupted ! 

#075 Spindle warm up rotating! 

#076 PLC 9255 - Line: %d - W1022: %d   File: %s 
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No. Name 

#077 Commissioning active 

#078 Function not active 

#079 Marker one/zero modified 

#080 Value not permissible 

#081 Monitoring working area off ! 

#082 Protected working area ! 

#083 Emergency stop after END PGM 

#084 Reference necessary 

#085 Temperature compensate active 

#086 Temperature compensation error 

#087 PLC stack not empty ! 

#088 I'm reading MP's … 

#089 M00 programmed stop 

#090 M01 conditional stop 

#091 M03/M04 or M19/M20 necessary 

#092 M function not used 

#093 Feed/Rapid feed pot = 0% ! 

#094 Function ok ! 

#095 Check machine parameter ! 

#096 Head exchange timeout 

#097 Submit/Spawn queue full 

#098 TNC programming station 

#099 Message in PLC window 

#100 Logbook writing 

#101 PLC Module %d(1)  - W1022: %d  %s 

#102 PLC Module %d(2)  - W1022: %d  %s 

#103 PLC Module %d(3)  - W1022: %d  %s 
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No. Name 

#104 PLC Module %d(4)  - W1022: %d  %s 

#105 Check MP data table 

#106 Check MP Config Table 

#107 Table editor blocked 

#108 
Warning! DCM not yet active 

Permit positioning of axis %d-%s 

#109 Reference NC start disabled!   -> Use axis direction keys 

#110 Reference timeout axis %d-%s 

#111 Axes compensation changed! 

#112 Key non-functional 

#113 Head full/empty error 

#114 Cover full/empty error 

#115 Head seat position error 

#116 Cover seat position error 

#117 Head stock door error 

#118 Spindle empty error 

#119 3D head status error 

#131 Coolant cooler not ready 

#132 Hydaulic cooler not ready 

#133 UVR over voltage 

#134 Wrong spindle head state 

#135 Spindle head basic position error 

#136 Head stock seat over travel 

#137 MAZ arm vertical over travel 

#138 RSxxx data transfer PLC 

#139 RSxxx buffer overflow 

#140 RSxxx transmit error 

#141 RSxxx receive error 
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No. Name 

#142 RSxxx not operational 

#143 Operation mode 2 

#144 Operation mode 3 

#145 Operation mode 4 

#146 EnergyOpt  -> Machine switched off 

#147 EnergyOpt  -> AUTOSTART / warmup program active 

#148 TNC/IP Client 1  -> Connection Error 

#149 TNC/IP Server   -> Connection Error 

#150 Error in python mask 

#151 ATC door bypass 

#152 ATC sensor bypass 

#153 Magazine safety door bypass 

#154 Magazine basic position bypass 

#155 Operate guard bypass 

#156 Hydraulic pressure bypass 

#157 Pneumatic pressure bypass 

#158 Coolant level bypass 

#159 Coolant pressure bypass 

#160 Lubricant bypass 

#161 Spindle cooler bypass 

#162 Tool clamp bypass 

#163 Mist cutting unit bypass 

#164 ATLM arm bypass 

#165 Temperature compensate bypass 

#166 Driver cooler bypass 

#167 Pocket tool check bypass 

#168 Spindle tool check bypass 
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No. Name 

#169 Spindle lubricant bypass 

#170 Spindle temperature bypass 

#171 DD motor temperature bypass 

#172 Temp_Compensation by pass 

#173 Filter motor overload 

#181 Head sensor bypass 

#182 Spindle empty bypass 

#183 Head mist lubricant bypass 

#191 Head stock door bypass 

#192 Cover seat position bypass 

#193 Head seat position bypass 

#194 Cover full empty bypass 

#195 Head full empty bypass 

#200 AHC basic position unsatified 

#201 Manual head exchange timeout 

#205 Spindle overload occurred! 

#206 TC arm move not ready 

#207 Emergency Stop in TC 

#208 Magazine Counter fault 

#209 Magazine in operation 

#210 Magazine start fault 

#211 ATLM not suppoort 

Table 9-1 Alarm list 
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9.5 General Alarm Countermeasures Description 

The chapter provides users with easy treatment process on warning when it occurs. 

 

1. Power supply, unless in the process of electricity delivery operation, shall be cut off before 

the implement of warning undoing. 

2. Before undoing the warning, please read the relevant command for operation. 

3. Please contact the customer service from the Original factory when the countermeasures 

below DO NOT work. 

 

9.5.1 Alarm #000【Circuit breaker】 

Reason: 

1. Overload of protective motor switch 

2. Motor defective 

3. Servo drive is not ready 

Fix: 

1. Check electrical cabinet 

2. Electrical motor checks (see the reason above) 

3. Check small window to find which one motor is overloaded 

4. Reset thermal breaker 

5. Check motor cable 

6. Replace thermal breaker 

7. Replace motor 

9.5.2 Alarm #001【Coolant tank overflow】 

Reason: 

1. Low tank coolant too much 

2. Level switch defective 

CAUTION
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3. High tank coolant too much 

4. High tank level switch defective 

5. Electical component defective, coolant not get into high tank 

Fix: 

1. Remove coolant 

2. Check low tank level switch 

3. Check high tank level switch 

4. Check electical connection and components 

 

9.5.3 Alarm #002【Hydraulic pressure low】 

Reason: 

1. No pressure build-up in hydraulic system 

2. Pressure loss - leaky pipe work 

3. Pressure switch defective 

Fix: 

1. Visual inspection for oil loss 

2. Check oil level 

3. Electrical connection of pressure switch 

4. Check motor voltage and phase 

 

9.5.4 Alarm #003【Pneumatic pressure low】 

Reason: 

1. Pressure loss - leaky pipe work 

2. Pressure switch defective 

Fix: 

1. Visual inspection of pipe work 

2. Check the pressure switch 

3. Check air-unit filter 
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9.5.5 Alarm #004【Spindle cooler alarm】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle cooler overload 

2. Spindle cooler broken 

Fix: 

1. Check electrical connection of cooler alarm 

2. Check Spindle cooler unit 

 

9.5.6 Alarm #005【Driver cooler alarm】 

Reason: 

1. Driver cooler overload 

2. Driver cooler broken 

Fix: 

1. Check electrical connection of cooler alarm 

2. Check cooler unit 

 

9.5.7 Alarm #006【Spindle lubricant unit error】 

Reason: 

1. Oil level too low 

2. Air pressure too low 

3. Level switch defective 

4. Pressure switch too low 

Fix: 

1. Refill oil 

2. Check level switch 
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3. Check air pressure 

4. Check electrical connection of switch 

 

9.5.8 Alarm #007【Release M07 for Txxx inactive】 

Reason: 

1. Tool-specific release for M07 "Coolant, inside" in TOOL.T is inactive. 

Fix: 

1. If the tool provides M07 "Coolant inside" the function can be enabled via TOOL.T PLC 

status for M07:  

- %xxxxx0xx = M07 disabled 

- %xxxxx1xx = M07 enabled 

 

9.5.9 Alarm #008【Clamping mode not permitted(Tapping Cycle)】 

Reason: 

1. A tapping cycle has been called while the tool axis is in clamping mode. 

Fix: 

1. "Program M- or FN19 function to disable the clamping mode of the tool axis before the 

cycle call. 

e.g. Z axis 

FN 19: PLC =+99991 / +4" 

 

9.5.10 Alarm #009【Machine guard is closed】 

Reason: 

1. Guard is not opened 

2. Sensors defective 
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Fix: 

1. Open guards and check sensors 

 

9.5.11 Alarm #010【Machine guard is open】 

Reason: 

1. Guards are not closed 

2. Sensors defective 

3. The necessary process when the machine is turning on initially 

Fix: 

1. Close guards and check sensors 

2. Open guard and then close it 

9.5.12 Alarm #011【Coolant level low】 

Reason: 

1. Coolant level too low 

Fix: 

1. Refill coolant water 

 

9.5.13 Alarm #012【Lubricating axes】 

Reason: 

1. Lubrication cycle of axes not carried out correctly 

2. Pressure tubing leaky 

3. Pressure switch defective 

4. Pump motor is not running 

5. Pressure is not enough 

6. Timing is too short 

Fix: 
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1. Visual inspection for oil loss 

2. Electrical connection of pressure switch 

3. Replace the relay 

4. Replace the motor 

5. Replace the wiring or cable 

6. Replace the pressure sensor 

7. Correct the parameter 

 

9.5.14 Alarm #013【Lubrication oil level low】 

Reason: 

1. Oil level of central lubrication system is too low 

2. Level switch defective 

3. Lubrication oil pipe is blocked 

Fix: 

1. Refill lubrication oil 

2. Check the level switch 

3. Check the pip 

 

9.5.15 Alarm #014【Servo drive release I32】 

Reason: 

1. Axes are ready to power on 

2. Servo drive release I32 is missing 

Fix: 

1. "Check wiring Interface NE2 MC42xx - X42/33" 

 

9.5.16 Alarm #015【Servo drive release X150/X151】 

Reason: 
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1. Axes are ready to power on 

2. Servo drive release X151/X151 is missing 

Fix: 

1. "Check wiring Interface XX42x - X150/X151" 

2. Check safety contactor combination, both channels should be active. 

 

9.5.17 Alarm #016【PLC home positioning stop】 

Reason: 

1. PLC positioning is stopped by NC stop key 

Fix: 

1. Push NC start button to restart positioning 

2. Push CE key to clear error message 

 

9.5.18 Alarm #017【Central drive】 

Reason: 

1. Several axes with central drive were started at the same time 

Fix: 

1. Change NC program 

2. Each NC block must include only one axis with central drive. 

 

9.5.19 Alarm #018【Positioning error TC magazine】 

Reason: 

1. Tool magazine blocked or jammed 

2. Tool magazine loaded unevenly 

3. Axes optimization faulty 

Fix: 
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1. Check tool distribution 

2. Optimize axes 

 

9.5.20 Alarm #019【Axis motion from end position】 

Reason: 

1. Axis has released the emergency stop limit-switch of hardware 

Fix: 

1. Select Manual operating mode 

2. Close guard 

3. Press "Retract" button 

4. Switch control on 

5. Clear error message Emergency stop (CE key) 

6. Retract with direction keys (see note) 

 

9.5.21 Alarm #020【Clamping/unclamping axis】 

Reason: 

1. Sensors for clamping/releasing defective 

2. Pressure drop of pneumatic/hydraulic system 

[->] Additional note in PLC window: Identifies the axis 

Fix: 

1. Check sensors and re-adjust them if required 

2. Check compressed-air and hydraulic pressure 

 

9.5.22 Alarm #021【Low filter pressure high】 

Reason: 

1. Filter pressure of small tank to high tank is too high 
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2. Filter obstructed 

3. Pressure switch defective 

Fix: 

1. Change filter 

2. Check electrical connection of pressure switch 

 

9.5.23 Alarm #022【High filter pressure high】 

Reason: 

1. Filter pressure of CTS output is too high 

2. Filter obstructed 

3. Pressure switch defective 

Fix: 

1. Change filter 

2. Check electrical connection of pressure switch 

 

9.5.24 Alarm #023【Drives not operational】 

Reason: 

1. Axis drive is not ready 

[->] Additional note in PLC window: Identifies the axis 

Fix: 

1. Check hardware of axis drive, regard diagnosis LED 

2. Switch unit on/off 

 

9.5.25 Alarm #024【Coolant on already】 

Reason: 

1. M07/M08/M15/M17 commanded at the same time 
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Fix: 

1. Don't command M07/M08/M15/M17 at the same time 

 

9.5.26 Alarm #025【Drives temperature max】 

Reason: 

1. Overload of servo drives  

Fix: 

1. Check temperature of motors 

2. Reduce feed rate 

3. Switch unit on/off 

 

9.5.27 Alarm #026【Axes i2t pre-warning】 

Reason: 

1. Overload of servo drives  

Fix: 

1. Reduce feed rate 

2. Select smaller tools 

 

9.5.28 Alarm #027【Axes i2t limitation】 

Reason: 

1. Overload of servo drives 

Fix: 

1. Reduce feed rate 

2. Select smaller tools 
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9.5.29 Alarm #028【Tool clamped failure】 

Reason: 

1. Tool clamp/unclamp signal error 

2. Tool clamping sensor defective  

Fix: 

1. Check tool clamp/unclamp sensor 

2. Check tool unclamp oil pressure 

3. Check circuit 

 

9.5.30 Alarm #029【Spindle nominal rpm】 

Reason: 

1. Nominal speed is not reached or too low 

Fix: 

1. Reduce feed rate 

2. Select smaller tools 

3. Check speed with oscilloscope 

4. Optimize machine parameters 

 

9.5.31 Alarm #030【Spindle stand still monitor】 

Reason: 

1. Offset too high, spindle drifts 

2. Encoder or cable defective 

Fix: 

1. Compensate offset (analog) 

2. Check encoder (oscilloscope) 

3. Check cable 

4. Optimize machine parameters 
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9.5.32 Alarm #031【Spindle collision occurred】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle vibration RMS value over setting 

2. Spindle vibration g value over setting  

Fix: 

1. Press emergency button and power on again 

2. Remove spindle to safety position 

3. Check the spindle accuracy and contact AWEA service 

 

9.5.33 Alarm #032【Spindle T max (sensor Pt100)】 

Reason: 

1. Excessive temperature in spindle bearing 

2. Pt 100 temperature sensor defective 

3. Spindle motor fan defective 

Fix: 

1. Reduce spindle speed 

2. Check Pt 100 temperature sensor 

3. Check spindle fan 

 

9.5.34 Alarm #033【Mist cutting unit alarm】 

Reason: 

1. Mist coolant unit oil level low 

2. Mist coolant unit oil pressure low 

Fix: 

1. Check oil level switch 
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2. Check oil pressure switch 

3. Replace mist coolant unit 

 

9.5.35 Alarm #034【Touch probe in spindle】 

Reason: 

1. M03, M04, M05, M13, M14 only permissible if there is no touch probe in the spindle 

(no Probe in the PLC window) 

Fix: 

1. "Change the tool (with PLC status %00000000)PLC status for code of tool " 

- %00000000 = normal tool 

- %00000001 = touch probe 

 

9.5.36 Alarm #035【Touch probe not in spindle】 

Reason: 

1. "Probe function selected but no touch probe in the spindle 

(""Probing"" should flash in the PLC window)" 

Fix: 

1. "Change the touch probe PLC status for code of tool type" 

- %00000000 = normal tool 

- %00000001 = touch probe 

 

9.5.37 Alarm #036【Temperature high [B]】 

Reason: 

1. B axis motor temperature high 

Fix: 
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1. Reduce rotate speed or stop 

2. Check spindle cooler temperature 

3. Check electrical connection of temperature monitor 

9.5.38 Alarm #037【Temperature high [C]】 

Reason: 

1. C axis motor temperature high 

Fix: 

1. Reduce rotate speed or stop 

2. Check spindle cooler temperature 

3. Check electrical connection of temperature monitor 

 

9.5.39 Alarm #038【Tool not clamped】 

Reason: 

1. Tool change is interrupted 

2. Tool is unclamped 

3. Sensors or cables are defective 

Fix: 

1. Press the key of "Clamp tool" 

2. Check the sensors, I 77 = 1 for unclamping, I 78 = 1 for clamping 

3. Check the O 32 =1 for unclamping, O 32 =0 for clamping 

 

9.5.40 Alarm #039【Tool unclamping please】 

Reason: 

1. Call of manual tool change 

2. Tool clamped 

Fix: 
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1. Press the key of "Unclamp tool" or tool release foot switch 

2. Remove the tool 

 

9.5.41 Alarm #040【Tool clamping, please】 

Reason: 

1. Call of Manual tool change 

2. Tool unclamped 

Fix: 

1. Press the key of "Clamp tool" 

2. Insert the tool 

 

9.5.42 Alarm #041【TC quit please】 

Reason: 

1. Call of Manual tool change 

2. Tool change carried out 

Fix: 

1. Press the key of "Confirm tool change" 

 

9.5.43 Alarm #042【Close cabin -> TC quit】 

Reason: 

1. Call of Manual tool change 

2. Tool change carried out 

Fix: 

1. Close the guard 

2. Press the key of "Confirm tool change" 
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9.5.44 Alarm #043【TC End -> NC Start】 

Reason: 

1. Call for a Manual tool in Auto mode 

2. Tool change carried out 

Fix: 

1. Press the NC start key to resume program run.  

 

9.5.45 Alarm #044【Check pocket table】 

Reason: 

1. Interrupt during tool change 

2. It is possible that the pocket table does not correspond to the loading of the magazine 

3. Manual tool has been changed 

Fix: 

1. Check/correct the pocket table 

 

9.5.46 Alarm #045【Correct tool in spindle?】 

Reason: 

1. The tool was unclamped without TOOL CALL 

Fix: 

1. Check if the tool stated in the status is in the spindle and if it may be placed in the 

magazine 

2. NC start to carry out the tool change 

3. NC stop to interrupt the tool change 

 

9.5.47 Alarm #046【Spindle is empty】 
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Reason: 

1. There is no tool in the spindle 

2. Sensor defective 

Fix: 

1. Insert the tool 

2. Check the sensor 

 

9.5.48 Alarm #047【Spindle is not empty】 

Reason: 

1. There is a tool in the spindle although P0 in the pocket table is empty 

2. Sensor defective 

Fix: 

1. Remove the tool from the spindle 

2. Check the sensor 

 

9.5.49 Alarm #048【Tool call T0 necessary】 

Reason: 

1. Special function in case of tool change of tools with and without magazine pocket 

2. Can be activated via MP 

Fix: 

1. Change the NC program. First the tool must be removed from the spindle (TOOL CALL 0) 

before a new tool is inserted 

 

9.5.50 Alarm #049【Tool not in tolerance】 

Reason: 

1. Tolerance in tool table exceeded 
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Fix: 

1. Check the tool 

 

9.5.51 Alarm #050【Tool life maximum】 

Reason: 

1. Tool life in tool table exceeded 

Fix: 

1. Check the tool 

2. Set the current tool live to 0 

 

9.5.52 Alarm #051【Tool change basic position】 

Reason: 

1. Tool change interrupted 

2. Error during tool change 

Fix: 

1. Move the tool change arm/magazine to their 'home' positions by means of the service 

function (Help) in Manual mode 

2. Test the inputs 

 

9.5.53 Alarm #052【Tool change timeout】 

Reason: 

1. Timeout during tool change 

2. Interruption of tool change 

Fix: 

1. Press NC start key to continue the tool change 

2. Press internal stop soft key to stop the tool change 
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9.5.54 Alarm #053【TC magazine guard open】 

Reason: 

1. Magazine guard open 

Fix: 

1. Close the tool magazine guard 

 

9.5.55 Alarm #054【TC magazine reference】 

Reason: 

1. Tool magazine has not been referenced 

Fix: 

1. NC start to reference the tool magazine 

 

9.5.56 Alarm #055【TC Magazine timeout】 

Reason: 

1. Timeout when positioning the tool magazine 

2. Tool change interrupted 

Fix: 

1. Press NC start key to continue tool change 

2. Press internal stop soft key to interrupt tool change 

 

9.5.57 Alarm #056【ATC stroke inside】 

Reason: 

1. Not under ATC or ATLM status, but axes into ATC stroke 
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Fix: 

1. Change to manual mode 

2. Press "Retract" button 

3. Power on machine 

4. Move axes into working area 

 

9.5.58 Alarm #057【Magazine pocket not empty】 

Reason: 

1. Tool magazine not loaded correctly 

2. Erroneous entries in the pocket table 

3. Sensor defective 

Fix: 

1. Load the tool magazine correctly 

2. Check the pocket table 

3. Check the sensor 

9.5.59 Alarm #058【Magazine pocket is empty】 

Reason: 

1. Tool magazine loaded incorrectly 

2. Erroneous entries in the pocket table 

3. Sensor defective 

Fix: 

1. Load the tool magazine correctly 

2. Check the pocket table 

3. Check the sensor 

 

9.5.60 Alarm #059【Magazine counter missing】 
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Reason: 

1. The NC stop key is pushed when magazine is turning 

Fix: 

1. Check the POT number in small window  

2. Edit pocket number of softkey Diagnose -> ATC after editing 

3. Recheck the pocket table 

 

9.5.61 Alarm #060【Pocket edit error】 

Reason: 

1. The current pocket edit over magazine maximum number 

Fix: 

1. Modify current correct pocket number 

 

9.5.62 Alarm #061【Gear shift falling】 

Reason: 

1. Gear change is failed 

2. Gear sensor is missing 

Fix: 

1. Check the sensor and machine status 

2. Push CE key to restart the gear change 

9.5.63 Alarm #062【Gear change timeout】 

Reason: 

1. The selected gear range can't be coupled 

2. Sensor position is not correct 

3. Hydraulic is not active 

Fix: 
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1. Check sensors for gear ranges 

2. Clear error message (CE key) and retry 

3. Adjust sensor position 

4. Replace the wiring or sensors 

5. Check the solenoid valve and circuit 

6. Check the pipe, leaking 

 

9.5.64 Alarm #063【ATLM over travelled】 

Reason: 

1. Axis move over tool measure position 

Fix: 

1. Move axis back to working area 

2. Check tool measure system circuit 

9.5.65 Alarm #064【ATLM arm put out】 

Reason: 

1. ATLM arm on spindle side and without tool measure command 

2. ATLM arm on spindle side and execute ATC door close 

Fix: 

1. Put the ATLM arm to magazine side before close ATC door 

2. Set the ATLM ARM keeprelay on for function testing 

3. Check ATLM arm position input signals 

 

9.5.66 Alarm #065【Spindle torque maximum】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle torque over monitoring setting 

Fix: 
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1. Check torque monitoring setting value 

2. Check machining condition 

 

9.5.67 Alarm #066【Head lubricant pressure low】 

Reason: 

1. 3D head mist lubricant unit pressure too low 

Fix: 

1. Check air pressure 

2. Check pressure switch 

 

9.5.68 Alarm #067【Head lubricant level low】 

Reason: 

1. 3D head mist lubricant unit level too low 

Fix: 

1. Check level switch 

2. Check oil level 

 

9.5.69 Alarm #068【C axis not in correct position for REF END】 

Reason: 

1. C axis must at 270 degree for Y axis to home position safety 

Fix: 

1. Please move C axis to correct position before Y REF END 

 

9.5.70 Alarm #069【3D head timeout】 
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Reason: 

1. Timeout during 3D head positioning 

2. Interruption of 3D head positioning 

Fix: 

1. NC start key to continue the 3D head positioning 

2. Internal stop soft key to stop the 3D head positioning 

3. Service menu 3D head in manual mode 

 

9.5.71 Alarm #070【3D head set reference】 

Reason: 

1. 3D head reference settings not yet made 

Fix: 

1. Set 3D head type M code again 

2. Set reference on service menu 3D head according to the axes position 

 

9.5.72 Alarm #071【3D head position missing】 

Reason: 

1. 3D head positioning is wrong when press emergency button 

Fix: 

1. Please clamp the head 

2. Execute M33 to modify position angle 

 

9.5.73 Alarm #072【Tool change with head】 

Reason: 

1. Execute tool change and spindle with manual head 

Fix: 
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1. Cancel auto tool change command 

2. Use manual tool change 

 

9.5.74 Alarm #073【Spindle warm up required】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle rotate without warm up first 

Fix: 

1. Press NC start button to execute warm up program 

 

9.5.75 Alarm #074【Spindle warm up interrupted】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle stop during warm up procedure 

Fix: 

1. Press NC start button to finish warm up 

 

9.5.76 Alarm #075【Spindle warm up rotating】 

Reason: 

1. Spindle execute warm up program 

Fix: 

1. Just note 

 

9.5.77 Alarm #076【PLC 9255 - Line: %d - W1022: %d  File: %s】 

Reason: 

1. PLC module 9255 has been caused an error by reading a table 
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"Line: xxx 

-> Line number of the table the error occured" 

"W1022: xxx 

-> error recognition" 

Fix: 

1. Please see also module description 

2. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.78 Alarm #077【Commissioning active】 

Reason: 

1. "The option ""commissioning"" has been set in the configuration of machine 

parameter/MP Config. Several monitoring functions are disabled." 

2. Information only 

Fix: 

1. When the machine is delivered (factory default setting) the option should be switched 

off after the commissioning has been completed. 

 

9.5.79 Alarm #078【Function not active】 

Reason: 

1. Function not executable 

2. Option not active 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

9.5.80 Alarm #079【Marker one/zero modified】 

Reason: 

1. Error in PLC program 
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Fix: 

1. Please inform OEM 

 

9.5.81 Alarm #080【Value not permissible】 

Reason: 

1. Function can not be activated because the values are not in the permissible data range. 

Fix: 

1. Check FN19, M-function and modify values. 

 

9.5.82 Alarm #081【Monitoring working area off】 

Reason: 

1. CAUTION ! 

2. Axis may collide. 

3. Monitoring of the working area switched off by soft key or M32. Caution collision axes 

are possible 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.83 Alarm #082【Protected working area】 

Reason: 

1. Axes are near to a collision point. 

2. In automatic mode axes are stopped, if the distance to go exceeds a collision point. 

Fix: 

1. Information only 
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9.5.84 Alarm #083【Emergency stop after END PGM】 

Reason: 

1. The switching off of the machine after the next END PGM block was activated via user 

parameters 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.85 Alarm #084【Reference necessary】 

Reason: 

1. The reference operating mode is necessary to carry out Function 

Fix: 

1. Select the operating mode Reference via soft key 

 

9.5.86 Alarm #085【Temperature compensate active】 

Reason: 

1. Temperature compensation function active 

Fix: 

1. Just note 

 

9.5.87 Alarm #086【Temperature compensation】 

Reason: 

1. Error occurred with temperature compensation by means of Pt100 sensors 

Fix: 

1. Observe the information regarding the error reason in the small PLC window 
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2. Check temperature sensor circuit 

 

9.5.88 Alarm #087【PLC stack not empty】 

Reason: 

1. Debug note for PLC programmers 

2. Data was pushed onto the stack and not pulled off. 

Fix: 

1. Change the PLC program 

 

9.5.89 Alarm #088【I’m reading MP’s …】 

Reason: 

1. With the first PLC scan or after changes the machine parameters are read in order to 

adapt the PLC functions 

2. Only after termination of this process can the machine be started 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.90 Alarm #089【M00 programmed stop】 

Reason: 

1. Program interruption caused by M00 

2. Press NC start to continue 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.91 Alarm #090【M01 conditional stop】 
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Reason: 

1. Caused program interruption by M01 

2. Press NC start to continue 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.92 Alarm #091【M03/M04 or M19/M20 necessary】 

Reason: 

1. To move axes of machining feed rate, one of the mentioned M commands must be 

active 

2. M31 switches off the function temporarily until the next END PGM 

3. Function can be deselected permanently via MP 

Fix: 

1. Press NC stop / TNC stop 

2. Correct the NC program 

 

9.5.93 Alarm #092【M function not used】 

Reason: 

1. Programmed M command is not supported by the PLC program 

Fix: 

1. Press NC stop / TNC stop 

2. Correct NC program 

 

9.5.94 Alarm #093【Feed/Rapid feed pot = 0%】 

Reason: 

1. Program start with turned off feed/rapid feed rate potentiometer. 
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Fix: 

1. Increase the feed rate on the feed-rate potentiometer 

 

9.5.95 Alarm #094【Function ok】 

Reason: 

1. The active step of a HELP file was carried out successfully 

2. All relevant sensors O.K. 

Fix: 

1. Information only 

 

9.5.96 Alarm #095【Check machine parameter】 

Reason: 

1. The machine parameter setting is not supported by the PLC program 

Fix: 

1. Change the machine parameter 

2. Observe the information regarding the error reason in the small PLC window 

 

9.5.97 Alarm #096【Head exchange timeout】 

Reason: 

1. Head exchange time too long 

Fix: 

1. Check stop step 

2. Check head stock sensors 

3. Press NC START to finish head exchange actions 
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9.5.98 Alarm #097【Submit/Spawn queue full】 

Reason: 

1. More than 8 jobs have been sent to the submit or spawn queue 

Fix: 

1. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.99 Alarm #098【TNC programming station】 

Reason: 

1. TNC programming station selected (MP7210) 

2. Axes and spindle are not controlled 

3. Caution. If PLC as active selected (MP7210=1), machine functions on simulated axes 

and spindle positions can be started 

Fix: 

1. " Special functions key combination TExx0 

 - Keys [Ctrl] + S          -> NC start 

 - Keys [Ctrl] + X          -> NC stop 

 - Keys [Ctrl] + Cursor up  -> axes plus 

 - Keys [Ctrl] + Cursor down-> axes minus 

 - Keys [Alt] + X           -> Emergency stop" 

2. "PC keyboard or mouse support possible 

 - Keys [Shift]+[Ctrl]+[Alt]+1 -> vertical soft key 1  

   ... 

 - Keys [Shift]+[Ctrl]+[Alt]+6 -> vertical soft key 6" 

 

9.5.100  Alarm #099【Message in PLC window】 

Reason: 
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1. Further notes are displayed in the PLC window 

Fix: 

1. Press CE to clear the display 

2. Press CE to display the next information (if available) 

 

9.5.101  Alarm #100【Logbook writing】 

Reason: 

1. Data cannot be written to logbook 

Fix: 

1. Too much submit jobs active 

2. Create data buffer in PLC memory (PLC application) 

 

9.5.102  Alarm #101【PLC Module %d(1)  - W1022: %d  %s】 

Reason: 

1. PLC module 9xxx was not executed successfully. 

2. (1) -> the first PLC module error during the PLC cycle 

Fix: 

1. Additional information in line 2 

2. Please see also module description 

3. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.103  Alarm #102【PLC Module %d(2)  - W1022: %d  %s】 

Reason: 

1. PLC module 9xxx was not executed successfully. 

2. (2) -> the second PLC module error during the PLC cycle 

Fix: 
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1. Additional information in line 2 

2. Please see also module description 

3. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.104  Alarm #103【PLC Module %d(3)  - W1022: %d  %s】 

Reason: 

1. PLC module 9xxx was not executed successfully. 

2. (3) -> the third PLC module error during the PLC cycle 

Fix: 

1. Additional information in line 2 

2. Please see also module description 

3. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.105  Alarm #104【PLC Module %d(4)  - W1022: %d  %s】 

Reason: 

1. PLC module 9xxx was not executed successfully. 

2. (4) -> the fourth PLC module error during the PLC cycle 

Fix: 

1. Additional information in line 2 

2. Please see also module description 

3. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.106  Alarm #105【Check MP data table】 

Reason: 

1. Error during reading PLC:\MP\MP_data.tab 

Fix: 
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1. Check values in PLC:\MP\MP_data.tab 

2. If necessary update file from existing backup 

 

9.5.107  Alarm #106【Check MP Config Table】 

Reason: 

1. Error during reading PLC:\MP\MP_config.tab 

Fix: 

1. Check values in PLC:\MP\MP_config.tab 

2. If necessary update file from existing backup 

 

9.5.108  Alarm #107【Table editor blocked】 

Reason: 

1. There is a table already open. The MP- or Config file can not be edited. 

2. In operating mode "Traverse reference points" it is not possible to start the table editor. 

Fix: 

1. Please close the table (e.g. Tool table) and retry. 

2. Please change to mode "Manual operation". 

 

9.5.109  Alarm #108【Warning! DCM not yet active Permit positioning of axis 

%d-%s】 

Reason: 

1. DCM only becomes active after referencing all axes. 

2. To prevent the danger of a collision, the operator must check the current axes 

positions. 

Fix: 

1. "NC Start key:  
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Movement to a safe position is executed. 

Subsequently, the reference run of the following axes is started automatically (option)." 

2. " NC Stop/Axis Direction keys: 

Automatic reference-run is aborted. 

The reference run must be performed manually (axis direction keys)." 

 

9.5.110  Alarm #109【Reference NC start disabled! -> Use axis direction keys】 

Reason: 

1. Automatic referencing with NC start was aborted.  

2. "Automatic referencing cannot be ensured (nonvolatile RAM area not yet initialized)." 

Fix: 

1. "The reference run must be performed manually(axis direction keys)." 

 

9.5.111  Alarm #110【Reference timeout axis %d-%s】 

Reason: 

1. Axis not yet reached safe position 

Fix: 

1. "NC Start key:  

The traverse to a safe position will be re-started. 

Subsequently, the reference run of the axes is started automatically (option)." 

2. "NC Stop/Axis Direction keys: 

Automatic reference-run is aborted. 

The reference run must be performed manually (axis direction keys)." 

9.5.112  Alarm #111【Axes compensation changed】 

Reason: 
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1. Factor for linear axes compensation X, Y or Z has been changed. 

Fix: 

1. only message 

 

9.5.113  Alarm #112【Key non-functional】 

Reason: 

1. "In this context the key has no function. 

e.g. 

- handwheel mode for HR420/HR5xx not on TE keyboard selectable (use handwheel 

key)" 

Fix: 

9.5.114  Alarm #113【Head full/empty error】 

Reason: 

1. Head stock with head when unclamp head 

2. Head stock without head when clamp head 

Fix: 

1. Check head stock status 

2. Check head detector sensor 

 

9.5.115  Alarm #114【Cover full/empty error】 

Reason: 

1. Cover stock with cover when unclamp cover 

2. Cover stock without cover when clamp cover 

Fix: 

1. Check cover stock status 

2. Check cover detector sensor 
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9.5.116  Alarm #115【Head seat position error】 

Reason: 

1. Head seat position status error 

Fix: 

1. Check position sensor 

2. Check circuit 

 

9.5.117  Alarm #116【Cover seat position error】 

Reason: 

1. Cover seat position status error 

Fix: 

1. Check position sensor 

2. Check circuit 

 

9.5.118  Alarm #117【Head stock door error】 

Reason: 

1. Head stock door status error 

2. Head seat or cover seat put out and execute door close 

Fix: 

1. Check head stock door sensors 

2. Check circuit and signals 

 

9.5.119  Alarm #118【Spindle empty error】 
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Reason: 

1. Spindle without clamp cover 

2. Spindle head clamp signal error 

Fix: 

1. Please clamp cover to protect spindle 

2. Check clamp sensor and signal 

3. Turn the keeprelay on for test 

 

9.5.120  Alarm #119【3D head status error】 

Reason: 

1. More than one head state setup 

Fix: 

1. Check correct head type and active it 

2. Cancel others head status 

9.5.121  Alarm #130【EMERGENCY STOP test require】 

Reason: 

1. The EMERGENCY STOP test of the equipment needs to be repeated. 

2. No new NC program can be started. (NC start lock) 

3. A brake test is performed together with the EMERGENCY STOP test. 

Fix: 

1. After the main switch was switched off, an EMERGENCY STOP test is always run. 

2. The test must be repeated after 168 hours; is starts automatically. 

9.5.122  Alarm#131【Coolant cooler not ready】 

Reason: 

1. Coolant cooler not ready 
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Fix: 

1. Check electrical connection of coolant motor 

2. Check coolant cooler unit 

9.5.123  Alarm#132【Hydraulic cooler not ready】 

Reason: 

1. Hydraulic cooler not ready 

Fix: 

1. Check electrical connection of coolant cooler 

2. Check hydraulic cooler unit 

9.5.124  Alarm#133【UVR over voltage】 

Reason: 

1. External power system over voltage 

2. Over voltage protection device break 

Fix: 

1. Check voltage value 

2. Replace protection device 

3. Check related circuit 

9.5.125  Alarm#134【Wrong spindle head state】 

Reason: 

1. Manual head on spindle 

Fix: 

1. Release manual head from spindle 

2. Cancel manual head check button 

9.5.126  Alarm#135【Spindle head basic position error】 
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Reason: 

1. Head change interrupted 

2. Error during head change 

Fix: 

1. Check spindle tool clamped state 

2. Check spindle head clamped state 

3. Check head stock door close state 

4. Check head stock basic position 

9.5.127  Alarm#136【Head stock seat over travel】 

Reason: 

1. When in auto head change process,  

Head stock occur over travel by axes 

2. Head stock seat touched the over travel limit switch 

Fix: 

1. Remove axes from head stock seat 

2. Limit switch has been short-circuit, please check relate circuit 

 

9.5.128  Alarm #137【MAZ arm vertical over travel】 

Reason: 

1. When in auto tool change process, arm occur over travel by axes 

2. Arm touched the over travel limit switch 

Fix: 

1. Remove axes from arm 

2. Limit switch has been short-circuit, please check relate circuit 

 

9.5.129  Alarm #138【RSxxx data transfer PLC】 
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Reason: 

1. Attempt to synchronize data transmission on serial interface 

Fix: 

1. Switch on receiver 

2. Check machine parameter MP5xxx of master and slave 

3. Check cable connection 

 

9.5.130  Alarm #139【RSxxx buffer overflow】 

Reason: 

1. Internal message 

Fix: 

1. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.131  Alarm #140【RSxxx transmit error】 

Reason: 

1. Error on serial interface RSxxx detected 

Fix: 

1. Check the cable connection 

2. Press CE key and try to reconnect 

 

9.5.132  Alarm #141【RSxxx receive error】 

Reason: 

1. Error on serial interface RSxxx detected 

Fix: 

1. Check the cable connection 

2. Press CE key and try to reconnect 
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9.5.133  Alarm #142【RSxxx not operational】 

Reason: 

1. Error on serial interface RSxxx detected 

Fix: 

1. Check the cable connection 

2. Press CE key and try to reconnect 

 

9.5.134  Alarm #143【Operation mode 2】 

Reason: 

1. Information only 

Fix: 

1. Spindle speed max = S800 

2. Axes feed max = F2000 

 

9.5.135  Alarm #144【Operation mode 3】 

Reason: 

1. Information only 

Fix: 

1. Spindle speed max = S5000 

2. Axes feed max = F5000 

 

9.5.136  Alarm #145【Operation mode 4】 

Reason: 
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1. Information only 

Fix: 

1. Spindle speed max = S5000 

2. Axes feed max = F5000 

 

9.5.137  Alarm #146【EnergyOpt -> Machine switched off】 

Reason: 

1. Machine inactive 

2. Axis and Spindle in position  

3. NC Program inactive 

Fix: 

1. Delite the error with the CE  

2. "Switch on the Machine or Switch off EnergyOpt" 

 

9.5.138  Alarm #147【EnergyOpt -> AUTOSTART / warmup program active】 

Reason: 

1. The machine will be switch on at the specified time automatically by EnergyOpt.  

2. Dependent to the configuration the drives or rather the warmup program will started 

Fix: 

1. "Press the emergancy stop button or Switch off EnergyOpt" 

 

9.5.139  Alarm #148【TNC/IP Client 1 -> Connection Error】 

Reason: 

1. Error while sending data from PLC via TCP/IP sockets. 

2. Timeout. 

3. Connection Error PLC -> Python. 
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4. Server not reachable. 

5. Python process crashed. 

Fix: 

1. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.140  Alarm #149【TNC/IP Server -> Connection Error】 

Reason: 

1. Error while sending data from PLC via TCP/IP sockets. 

2. Connection Error PLC -> Python. 

3. Client not reachable. 

4. Python process crashed. 

Fix: 

1. Please contact the OEM 

 

9.5.141  Alarm #150【Error in python mask】 

Reason: 

1. A python mask raised an error. 

2. Python process terminated. 

3. Memory allocation error. 

Fix: 

1. Please contact the OEM 

 

 

9.5.142  Alarm #151【ATC door bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The ATC DOOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 
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2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of ATC door 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.143  Alarm #152【ATC sensor bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The ATC SENSOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of ATC sensor 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.144  Alarm #153【Magazine safety door bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The MAZ DOOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of magazine door 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.145  Alarm #154【Magazine basic position bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The MAZ BASIC BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 
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1. Check the status of magazine basic position 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.146  Alarm #155【Operate guard bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The OPT DOOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of operate door 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.147  Alarm #156【Hydraulic pressure bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The HYDRAULIC BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of hydraulic system 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.148  Alarm #157【Pneumatic pressure bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The PNEUMATIC BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of pneumatic system 

2. Check the keep relay 
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9.5.149  Alarm #158【Coolant level bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The CLN LEVEV BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of coolant level 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.150  Alarm #159【Coolant pressure bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The CLN PRESS BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of coolant pressure 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.151  Alarm #160【Lubricant bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The LUBRICANT BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of axes lubricant system 

2. Check the keep relay 
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9.5.152  Alarm #161【Spindle cooler bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The SPD COOLER BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of spindle cooler system 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.153  Alarm #162【Tool clamp bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The TOOL CLP BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of tool clamp 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.154  Alarm #163【Mist cutting unit bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The MIST LUB BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of mist cutting unit 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.155  Alarm #164【ATLM arm bypass】 
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Reason: 

1. The ATLM ARM BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of ATLM arm 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.156  Alarm #165【Temperature compensate bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The TEMP COMP BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of temperature compensate 

2. Check the temperature value 

3. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.157  Alarm #166【Driver cooler bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The Driver CLR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of driver cooler system 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.158  Alarm #167【Pocket tool check bypass】 

Reason: 
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1. The POT TOOL BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of pocket tool 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.159  Alarm #168【Spindle tool check bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The SPD TOOL BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of spindle tool 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.160  Alarm #169【Spindle lubricant bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The SPD LUB BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of spindle lubricant unit 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.161  Alarm #170【Spindle temperature bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The SPD TEMP BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 
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Fix: 

1. Check the status of spindle temperature 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.162  Alarm #171【DD motor temperature bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The DD TEMP BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of rotary axes coil temperature 

2. Check the keep relay 

9.5.163  Alarm #172【Temp_Compensation bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The temperature compensation keep relay are opened 

2. Just mention you that you made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check Pt100 sensor 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.164  Alarm #181【Head sensor bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The HEAD SENSOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of head clamp ensor 

2. Check the keep relay 
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9.5.165  Alarm #182【Spindle empty bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The SPD EMPTY BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of spindle cover 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.166  Alarm #183【Head mist lubricant bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The HEAD LUB BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of head lubricant unit 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.167  Alarm #191【Head stock door bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The HEAD DOOR BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of head stock door 

2. Check the keep relay 
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9.5.168  Alarm #192【Cover seat position bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The COVER SEAT BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of cover seat position 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.169  Alarm #193【Head seat position bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The HEAD SEAT BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of head seat position 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.170  Alarm #194【Cover full empty bypass】 

Reason: 

1. The COVER F/E BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of cover full or empty 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

9.5.171  Alarm #195【Head full empty bypass】 
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Reason: 

1. The HEAD F/E BYPASS softkey is turned on 

2. Just mention you that you have made the keep relay on 

Fix: 

1. Check the status of head full or empty 

2. Check the keep relay 

 

 

9.5.172  Alarm #200【AHC basic position unsatified】 

Reason: 

1. Head stock door opened 

2.  Head stock seat in the outside 

3.  Pneumatic or Hydraulic pressure not ok 

4. Head stock related bypass softkey pressed 

 

Fix: 

1. Check Head stock state 

2. Check Pneumatic or Hydraulic pressure 

3. Cancel head stock related bypass softkey 

9.5.173  Alarm #201 【Manual head exchange timeout】 

Reason: 

1.  Manual head exchange time too long. 

 

Fix: 

1. Press NC START to finish head exchange actions. 

2. Check help message to find out reason. 
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9.5.174  Alarm #205 【Spindle overload occurred!】 

Reason: 

1. with option: Spindle load monitor device detected spindle overloaded. 

Fix: 

1. Check signal wire. 

2. Decrease Feedrate. 

3. Increase spindle speed. 

4. Please check setting value correct? 

9.5.175  Alarm #206 【TC arm move not ready】 

Reason: 

1. TC arm move condition not satisfied. 

Fix: 

1. TC arm not in down or up position. 

2. TC arm not in cw or ccw position. 

3. Pneumatic pressure is not enough. 

4. Hydraulic pressure is not enough. 

5. Sensor of arm, magazine is damage. 

9.5.176 Alarm #207 【Emergency Stop in TC】 

Reason: 

1. Emergency stop occur in Tool change. 

Fix: 

1. checking emergency stot circuit/button. 

2. checking guard close. 

9.5.177 Alarm #208 【Magazine Counter fault】 
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Reason: 

1. The magazine counter compared fault. 

Fix: 

1. Setting the magazine's reference tool number. 

2. - Manul Mode -> MOD -> Help -> Magazine Reference  

   -> NC Start -> Function OK! -> CE clear error 

9.5.178  Alarm #209 【Magazine in operation】 

Reason: 

1.  - Magazine in operation 

Fix: 

1.  - Magazine in operation message 

9.5.179  Alarm #210 【Magazine start fault】 

Reason: 

1.  - Start magazine operation in Auto-tool-changing 

Fix: 

1.  - clear message 

2.  - Internal stop Auto tool change or turn off magazine panel operation 

9.5.180  Alarm #211 【ATLM not suppoort】 

Reason: 

1.  - Auto Tool length Measure not allow to start 

2.  - only cover head state permit 

Fix: 

1.  - installed the cover on spindle and measure. 
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9.6 General Message Description 

The error text just advises and reminds the operator that machine status present. It will not 

cause any emergency stop or NC stop. The operator could operate machine continually, but it 

might occur damages. If PLC has dangerous limited actions, it could not be operated continually. 

 

When one of these messages occurs, the PLC small windows would display “Message in PLC 

window” message. The following table lists are all error text. 

 

Message  

No. 
Message Description 

H00 Emergency stop buttons 

-> unlock 
Emergency stop button be pressed. 

H01 Axis on end position X+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
X+ on end position. 

H02 Axis on end position Y+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
Y+ on end position. 

H03 Axis on end position Z+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
Z+ on end position. 

H04 Axis on end position 4+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
4+ on end position. 

H05 Axis on end position 5+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
5+ on end position. 

H06 Axis on end position X- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
X- on end position. 

H07 Axis on end position Y- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
Y- on end position. 

H08 Axis on end position Z- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
Z- on end position. 

H09 Axis on end position 4- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
4- on end position. 
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Message  

No. 
Message Description 

H10 Axis on end position 5- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
5- on end position. 

H12 Axis Y tool change posit put out 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC Y axis put out. 

H13 Axis Y tool change posit put in 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC Y axis put in. 

H14 Axis Y tool change posit manual 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Manual tool change Y direction. 

H15 Axis Z tool change posit put out 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC Z axis put out. 

H16 Axis Z tool change posit put in 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC Z axis put in. 

H17 Axis Z tool change posit manual 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Manual tool change Z direction. 

H19 Spindle tool change position (M19) 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC spindle orientation. 

H20 Tool unclamped 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool unclamped. 

H21 Tool clamped 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool clamped. 

H22 Tool change arm put out 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm put out. 

H23 Tool change arm put in 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm put in. 

H24 Tool change arm turn on end posit 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm turn on end posit. 

H25 Tool change gripper close 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change gripper close. 

H26 Tool change gripper open 

>Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change gripper open. 

H27 C axis auto tool change position C axis auto tool change position. 
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Message  

No. 
Message Description 

H28 C axis manual tool change position C axis manual tool change position. 

H29 Tool change gripper magazine close 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change gripper magazine close. 

H30 Tool change gripper magazine open 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change gripper magazine open. 

H31 Tool change magazine position 

>Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change magazine position. 

H32 Tool change magazine close guard 

>Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change magazine close guard. 

H38 TC magazine lock pin out 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
TC magazine lock pin out. 

H39 TC magazine lock pin in 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
TC magazine lock pin in. 

H40 Tool change arm basic position 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm basic position. 

H41 Tool change function inhibited 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change function inhibited. 

H42 Tool change arm to spindle posit 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm to spindle posit. 

H43 Tool change arm to magazine posit 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm to magazine posit. 

H44 Tool change arm to basic position 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help  
Tool change arm to basic position. 

H45 Tool change arm to middle position 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm to middle position. 

H46 Handwheel HR410 evaluation keys by 

NC, Function key by PLC    -> MP7645: 0 
MP of hand-wheel setting error. 

H47 M/S/T/Q strobe to PLC during block 

scan   -> MP7681: %1111 

M/S/T/Q transfer to the PLC during 

block scan. 

H49 Handwheel type not supported 

-> MP7640: 0..11 

MP of hand-wheel type setting 

error. 
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Message  

No. 
Message Description 

H51 PGM stop with M function necessary 

Bit 02  MP 7440: %xxxxx0xx 
Program stop with M functions. 

H58 TC arm to vertical position 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
TC arm to vertical position. 

H59 TC arm to horizontal position 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
TC arm to horizontal position. 

H60 Head Tool check arm put out 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Head Tool check arm put out. 

H61 Head Tool check arm put in 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Head Tool check arm put in. 

H64 Head stock door open Head stock door open. 

H65 Head stock door close Head stock door close. 

H66 Cover seat put out Cover seat put out. 

H67 Cover seat put in Cover seat put in. 

H68 Head change Z axis safety posit Head change Z axis safety posit. 

H70 Head change Z to cover pre posit Head change Z to cover pre posit. 

H71 Head change Z axis to cover posi Head change Z axis to cover posi. 

H72 Head change Y axis to cover posi Head change Y axis to cover posi. 

H73 Head change Z to head pre posit Head change Z to head pre posit. 

H74 Head change Z axis to head posit Head change Z axis to head posit. 

H75 Head change Y axis to head posit Head change Y axis to head posit. 

H76 Head seat put out Head seat put out. 

H77 Head seat put in Head seat put in. 

H78 Cover store state error Cover store state error. 

H79 Head store state error Head store state error. 

H80 3D head gear change 3D head gear change. 

H81 3D head spindle orientation 

 
3D head spindle orientation. 
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Message  

No. 
Message Description 

H94 Tool change arm up 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm up. 

H95 Tool change arm down 

->Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
Tool change arm down. 

H96 ATC door open 

>Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC door open. 

H97 ATC door close 

>Manual/Handwheel mode ->MOD ->Help 
ATC door close. 

H100 Z axis to REF 0 position Z axis move to 0 position. 

H101 Y axis to middle position Y axis move to middle position. 

H102 Head unclamped Spindle head in unclamp state. 

H103 Arm head stock wrong state Head stock not in basic position. 

H104 Axis Y tool change posit safety Y axis not in ATC safety position. 

H105 Head change Y to Head pre pos 

->Check MAZ initial 
Head change Y to Head pre pos. 

H106 Head change Y to Head pre pos Head change Y to Head pre pos. 

H107 Tool Pocket not empty Tool Pocket not empty. 

H108 Axis W tool change posit safety Axis W tool change posit safety. 

H109 Axis X tool change posit safety Axis X tool change posit safety. 

H110 Axis on end position W+ 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
W+ on end position. 

H111 Axis on end position W- 

-> key switch -> move from end posit 
W- on end position. 

Table 9-2 General Message List 

 




